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VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM

THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1983

Housh of REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m.; in room
334, Cannon. House Office Building, Hon. Marvin Leath (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Leath;Evans;-andSlattery.
LEATH, The subcommittee will come 'to order. We have. a

statement from Mr. Solomon that we will include in the record.
[The statement of Mr. Solomon follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF. HON. GERALD B. SOLOMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief in my opening statement this
morning.

Today we will be looking into the chapter 31 vocational rehabilitation programs
administered by the Veterans' Administration for the benefit of our service-connect-
ed disabled veterans. This is undoubtedly one of the most important and worthy of
all VA programs, because veterans who are willing to work are not truly reintegrat-
ed into society until they are properly trained and gainfully employed.

Specifically, this subcommittee will be examining the effectiveness of those
changes in vocational rehabilitation programs authorized by' Public Law 96-466.
Since this is my first year of service on this particular veterans subcommittee,'I was
not directly involved in the drafting of this law, and as a result, I have much to
learn here this morning. -

Public Law 96-466 instituted a number of significant changes' in the VA vocation-
al rehabilitation programs. Not only did this law serve-tobroaden the scope of these
programs and create new services, but even more importantly, the comprehensive
study.leading to passage of_F'ublic Law 96'466 cited the need for a shift in the focus
of these rehabilitation programs. The recommended shift was from simple restora-
tion of the veteran's employability to a situation in which the ultimate goal of these,
programs is actual employment.

In today's hearing we will try to examine many aspects of chapter 31 programs.
We will look into the effectiveness of these recommended program changes, and the
status of their implementation. We will also examine the degree to which there is
cooperation between the VA, the Department of Labor, and the Small Business Ad-
ministration. And, of course, the success our retrained and rehabilitated veterans
are meeting with the securing employment will also be of interest to us here this
morning.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for taking the initiative in scheduling this hearing
on vocational rehabilitation. As I mentioned earlier, I believe this is one of our most
important responsibilities, and I look forward to receiving the testimony of our in-
vited witnesses.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN LEATH

Mr. LEATH. The committee meets today to review a most impor-
tant program for service-connected disabled veterans, the vocation-

(1)
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al rehabilitation program. The origin of the present vocational re-
habilitation program was a law passed by Congress on March'24,

';1943, Public Law 78-16._
The purpose of the program was to restore employability to

World War II veterans who had an employment handicap due to a
service-connected disability. Subsequently, the program was ex-
panded to include Korean veterans and Vietrilm-era veterans.

With tha rise of the cold.war and the statiOnjnd of U.S. military
forces all over the world, Congress expanded the program to in-
clude veterans serving during peacetime who suffered disabilities
while, on active duty in the military which resulted in emPloyment
handicap. Thus, the vocational rehabilitation program is an on-
going and continuing program.

In terms of total veteran participation, the program has been a
small one. Since its inception, less than 1 million veterans have
trained .under the program. Although more than 00,000 Vietnam
veterans are entitled to disability compensation for disabilities in-
curred while on active duty during the Vietnam era, only 143,500
veterans of the Vietnam era have trained under the program.
Today there are approximately 17,000 veterans in training under,
the program,-- - -
The Congress has 'always placed the vocational rehabilitation
program among its highest priorities. During the Vietnam conflict,
more thane 300,000 military personnel were wounded in action
against the enemy. Many of these wounded suffered, the most crip-
pling disabilities in medical history. The extensive use of helicop-
ters and advanced. technology resulted in saving the lives of many
veterans, Vietnam veterans, who would have died in previous wars..

Because of Congress deep conceftrthat these disabled veterans
should receive all possible assistance to help them overcome their
employment handicaps caused by their war service, two studies
were mandated by Congress regarding this program. The most
recent study, House Committee Print No. 167 in the 95th Congress,
indicated that the existing prOgram needed an overhaul in order to
supply the best services to disabled veterans.

Following the study, the Congress amended and updated the vo-
cational rehabilitation program, as provided in Public Law 96-466,
to inchide-thany of the recommendations-made-in -the study man-
dated by Congress to improve the program. The vocational rehabili-
tation program, therefore, not only restores employability, but pro
vides employment and placement services so that the veteran is
employed in a job for which the veteran was trained.

The subcommittee, therefore, has requested the VA' to review the
program as amended in Public Law 96-466. As pointed out in the
law, the purpose of the vocational rehabilitation program is to pro-
vide for all service and assistance necessary to enable veterans
with service-connected \disabilities-to-achieve maximum independ-
ence in daily living and to the maximum extent feasible to become
employable and to obtain and maintain suitable employment.

The subcommittee wants to know if the Veterans' Administra-
tion has fulfilled these two programs-of the vocational rehabilita-
tion program and if there are problems or unexpected develop-
ments which need to be looked at to make the program more effec-
tive and more successful.
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Our first witness 'today is Dr. Stephen Lemons, Director, Voca-
tional Counseling and Rehabilitation Service of the Veterans' Ad-
ministration.

Welcome, Dr. Lemons. You are familiar with the way the com-
mittee proceeds. You may summarize your testimony. We'll include
your entire statement in the record.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN L. LEMONS, DIRECTOR, VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION AND COUNSELING SERVICE, VETERANS' AD-
MINISTRATION, ACCOMPANIED BY HAROLD A. COOPRIDER, AS-
SISTANT DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS AND COORDINATION,
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION, AND ROBERT ..DYSLAND,
DEPUTY ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL, VETERANS' ADMINIS-
TRATION . .

Dr. LEMONS. Thank you,'Mr. Chairman.
Before. proceeding with my testimony I would like to introduce

the other members of the Veterans' AdministratiOn who are here
at the witness table with me today.

On my right I'm pleased to introduce Mr. Harold Cooprider, whiO
is my Assistant Director for Operations and Program Coordination.
On my left is Deputy Assistant General Counsel Robert Dysland of
the General Counsel's Office.

It is with great pleasure that I appear before you today/to ,evalu; -

ate the .improvements in the vocational rehabilitation program, au-
thorized by Public Law 96-466. Nwever, in order for me to review -

and evaluate the implementation of the current program, I believe
it's necessary to hriefly review some of the circumstances which led .

to the enactment of-title I; Public Law 96,466.
In the enactment of Public Law 95-202, the Veterans' Adminis-

tration was called upon to conduct a thorough study of the- provi-
sions of the veterans vocational rehabilitation program with a view
to making recommendations for legislative and administrative
changes. This study was completed and submitted to the President
and the Congress on September 26,1978. This study found that the
veterans vocational rehabilitation program was essentially pat-
terned after the original program in 1943 and was in need of sub-
stantial revision and modernization.

The findings and recommendations of this study were adopted by
the President when he concluded that the current chapter 31 voca-
tional rehabilitation program required major updating.

The prograM of vocational rehabilitation in effect at that time
was designed in 1943. It was a progressive and responsible formula-
tion and it had generally' served disabled veterans well for more
than 30 years. Nevertheless, the program needed revision to take
advantage of what had been accomplished in rehabilitation during
the intervening three decades.

A majpr feature of the traditional V-A- vocational rehabilitation
program prior to the enactment of Public Law 96-466 limited thr.
purposes of vocational rehabilitation to restoring a veteran's em-
ployability lost by virtue of a handicap due to his service-connected
disability. The chapter 31 definition which equated vocational reha-
bilitation with training was seen as incomplete.

'4'46
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In the passage of title I, Public LaW 96-466, there was a revision
of the purpose of the program, to enable veterans with service-con-
nected disabilities to achieve maximum independence in daily :
living and, to the maximum extent feasible, for veterans to become
employable, to,obtain, and to maintain suitable employment. This
change eipanded the scope of vocational rehabilitatiori-beyond
training to include both employment and independence in daily
living. And this. marked a fundamental change in philosophy and
purpose for the program. -

When Public Law 96-466' Was enacted, the VA took a number of
steps to help assure that the new program would be effectively im-
plemented. In an'effort to prepare for implementation, the VA ap-
proved a reorganization in both central office and in regional of-
fices, which resulted, in the establishment of the Vocational Reha-
bilitation and Counseling Service in central office andconcurrently
units were established at each regional office.

These regional office units currently employ 276 counseling psy-
chologists, 183 vocational rehabilitation specialists, and 165 clerical
and technical support personnel. They are currently employed at
all 58 regional offices and centers and at an Additional 43 decen-
tralized locations. i -

In late 1980 and early 1981 guidelines deAing with chapter 31
eligibility, initial and extended evaluation, is Written
rehabilitation planning, authorization of supplies and other issues
dealing with employment services and the pilot prograrh of' inde-
pendent living were issued.

Mr. Chairman, I would now like to turn toan update of our cur-
rent efforts and a review of the improvetnents in the law which -
have particular relevance to employment. Your concern':With the
administration of vocational rehabilitation services authorized
under title I is entirely appropriate. Despite encouraging signs of
economic recovery, too many of our service-connected disabled Vet-
eransare unemployed. The VA is committed to assisting these spe-
cial individUals through the provisions of thevocational rehabilita-
tion .prOgram as well as provisions of other title 38 aspects which
require that the VA take positive action to assure that veterans re-
ceiving employment and other services do receive those for which
they/are-eligible.

Since implementing the law, we have providedacOni-prehensive
initial evaluation to each veteran who requests assistance under
chapter 31. Initial evaluations have been provided to Over 100,000
disabled veterans, while extended-evaluations, to help assure that
Seriously -disabled veterans are afforded every opportunity to
become employable and employed, were provided to_over_2,500_seri-____
ously-digabled veterans. -

Mr. Chairman, we have found that the individualization of serv-
ices and their delivery on a timely basis is critical to the success of
our rehabilitation efforts. The law requires that an individualized
written rehabilitation plan be developed in each -Ease in which a
veteran has a serious employment handicap. We are-going beyond
this by requiring that an IWRP be developed' in all cases. This re-
flects our belief that comprehensive planning is essential to our im-
plementing a holistic approach to rehabilitation.

8
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To assure that comprehensive employment planning takes place,
an individualized employment assistance plan is developed in each
case in which a veteran is ready to,puraue a specific employment
goal. The 'committee has indicated a special, interest in the extent
to which VA staff provide direct employment assistance and utilize
the services and resources of other agencies.

Employment services have been furnished to 12,387 chapter 31
veterans since April 1, 1981. Of these 12,387 veterans, 6,2 percent
have been placed so far. VA staff have provided direct placement
assistance iD approximately half of all cases. The services of
DVOP's ha.ve been used in 36 percent of all cases; and the assist-
ance of other public agencies and organizations has been"Provided
in 39 percent of cases served.

We have learned- that in some offices deficiencies exist in the
provision of employment assistance. Our recommendations, when
these instances are developed, generally call for additional staff
training and a reordering of staff priorities to assure that neces-
sary seruices,_including appropriate followup services, are provided.
We have been working very closely with the-Department of Labor
in carrying out our responsibilities -areas of employment and
training. We have assisted DOL in the marketing of the, targeted
jobs tax credit program. VA and DOL have issued instructions re-
garding the out-stationing of DVOP's at VA and other locations,
and a survey of VA indicates that as of July 1, 1983, 239 DVOP's of

-a possible 2,016 are currently out based directly in VA facilities.
We have developed a new cooperative agreement between the

Veterans' Administration and the Department of Labor, which in-
corporates organizational, legislative,, and programmatic changes
and eticninpass all VA and DOL components,

Mr. Chairman, while this hearing is particularly concerned with
'the employment-related provisions of chapter 31, I would like to
briefly present some current information on the status of the pilot
program of independent living services. As of June l 1983, 141 vet-
erans have, been approved for the independent living program and
125 veterans are currently receiving assistance.. A majority' of par-
ticipants, 87 percent, have a disability rating of 100 percent. But
this is an area in which ,an example may tell us 'more about the ,/
independent living program than statistics. .

_ One of the pilot _program participants is a 22-year-old veteran
who, while on active duty-in the-Navy, fell 30 feet from a bridge.
He is rated- 100 percent service-connedt-etrfOr SkUlrftattirreTand
visual and.perceptive, impairment. Prior to pilot program participa-
tion, the veteran lived at home with his. parents who provided all
of his care. He- was unable to ambulate, bathe, dress, .shop, cook,
pay' bills, do laundry, or even keep medical -appointments without
moderate or complete supervision.

But as a result of his pilot program participation, the veteran is
now able to perform a majority of these tasks without any assist- .
ance.or supervision.

Perhaps more importantly, at the program. start the veteran felt
he was useless and that things were not going well in his life. At
program termination, however, he reported. he likes himself and
that things are improving. His quality' of life is better and his
future far brighter than one could ever have

(life
for.
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Mr.Chairman, we have taken several steps to establish an im-
proved system for providing management inforthation and program
evaluation to all-levels of VR&C and VA management. Our system=
atic analysis of operations and our comprehensive quality review
program now permit program managers to periodically examine
and, whve required, adjust critical 'elements of the_program.

We are taking additional long-range- steps to improve our admin-
istration of the chapter 31 program by an expanded utilization of
the' data processing support available through the TARGET
system. Broadening the TARGET system to incorporate chapter 31
is a vast undertaking.

The first- phase projected for fiscal year 1984, will enable us to
track each veteran's progress through, various phases of the reha-
bilitation process and help us to assure that appropriate action is
taken. Expanded information for management purposes will also
be captured as a byproduct of our chapter 31 TARGET activities.

The issue of regulatory development is another area which has
heen_of considerable concern to us. A basic decision was made at
the time the law was enacted to replace the existing series of chap-
ter 31 regulations with a' totally new and reorganized system. We
expect to complete this comprehensive set of chapter 31 regulations
shortly. - .

Mr.-Chairman, the final area I'd like to comment on is profes-
siOng training and staff development. Systematic staff develop-
ment is one of the major means -through which identified weak-
nesses in staff performance tan-be eliminated and quality' improve-
ment effected. -

We are meeting staff development needs through on-going in
service training, through- formal ;education and training programs,
through central office-sponsored training programs, through locally
arranged professional meetings, and through regularly schedule&
conference calls, between c ntral office gild regional offices. .

In "August '1981, the C mmission ,Rehabilitation Counselor
Certification, a body estab ishpd to promote excellence in the deny-

. ery of quality rehabilitati n counseling services to the public, dele-
gated authority to the V cational Rehabilitation and Counseling
SeMce in central office fo granting rehabilitation counselor certi-
fication maintenance credit for VA staff development training.

Since August of 1981 we have approved 60 separate training pro-
grams for rehabilitation counselor certification maintenance. In ad-
ditian,,training and staff development activities at the local level
have averaged approximately_5,5_40_hours-per-month-for-the-firit18
months of, the fiscal year,and 88_ percent of these hours are pro-
vided within VA directly.

At the national level the key activity has been a series of four
( workshops which we held forVR&C officers in 1981 and 1982, and a

fo llowup national meeting is scheduled for next month.
°Mr. Chairman, as a result of our implementation of these many

initiatives, we are confident that improVements- in. the VA voca-
tional rehabilitation program, aq envisioned by Public Law. 96-466,
have been made. The number of veterans requesting- and 'being pro-
vided services under chapter 31 has increased. Service-disabled vet-
erans are coming to see the VA vocational rehabilitation program
as .a viable rehabilitation resource.

0
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The goal of the program is now employment, and it is a goal we
are committed to assisting disabled .veterans to pursue and achieve.

Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time I have summarized my
presentation but would request that the full text of my statement
be included in the record. I should be pleased to respond to any
questions ybu may have. This concludes my testimony.

Mr. LEATH. Thank you, Dr. Lemons, for that excellent statement.
We will include ypur entire statement in the record, and it sounds
like you are making-some progress.

[The.prepared statement of Dr. Lemons appears on p. 19.]
Mr. LEATH. The American Legion statement indicates that they

are concernecKwith-recent policy directives from your service which
would, in,their opinion, restrict or curtail veterans from being ac-
cepted-in 'the progran. While the statement does not identify the
particular policy statement they refer to, would you have any
knowledge to what this might be and, if so, have a comment on it?

Dr. LEMONS. I would have a comment, Mr. Chairman, in that the
nature of our implementation of Public Law 96-466 is to communi-
cate to our professional staff and to the population we are serving
that the purpose of rehabilitation is a restoration of lost employ-
ability and employment. It is not, as it had been prior to the enact-
ment of Public Law 96-466, an educationarassistance program. Ac-
cordingly, we are attempting to market the program in a different

\fashion,
communicating what essential elements of an evaluation

are needed, and what essential planning services are, to be provided
to'veterans prior .to the authorization of services.

It is true that an initial nutp, as it is developed, is presented to
a veteran as a comprehensive plan which will be reviewed and re-
vised as often as necessary, and,as a veteran= progresses in -his or
her program, all of the terms of a plan might be changed. The vet-
eran will be provided \ an opportunity to 'participate in _these
changes and is provided copies of the revised plan. --

We do not believe that\ we are negatively impacting on veterans
most in need of service, and it should be 'pointed out a major aspect
of the testimony provided in support of t'ublic Law 96-466 was that
veterans should not be presumed to Be in need of services unless
the evidence that is developed in the planning and evaluationlproc-
ess clearly indicates the need for such services.

. Accordingly, those veterans who are, more 'seriously disabled are--
having More resources directed_toWard_their activity

Mr. LEATH. You state that 125 veterans are currently participat-
ing ,in the independeht living pilot program and that thel majority
of these participants have a 'rating of 100 percent disability. What
would be the geographic distribution generally of the participants?
For exarnple, does each of the\ rehabilitation agencies and, regional
offices have one or more in the program or have you run' into any
unanticipated problems in the.program up to this point?

Dr. LEivfoNs..I would have to say our unanticipated !problems
were the extensive difficulty in identifying candidates/ who can
benefit from such services and;.equally important, identifying suit-
able resources to bring to bear on the veterans' problems. We have
had a lag in field staff having the, capabilities 'to identify such vet-
erans and also to plan comprehensive services for them.

11
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We have provided extensive training to the staff. We have elicit-
ed the assistance of the Department of Medicine and Surgery,
major service organizations and major rehabilitation profesSional
organizations in support of our identification efforts. Most offices
do have, I believe, a minimum of one candidate, and this is as a
result of our bringing coyisiderable pressure to bear through estab- .
lishment of quotas as a Minimum.

As you are aware, there was a limited number of posiible partici-
pants, and a decision could' have been made to target our efforts in
isolated areas. But we believe that since. this was a. benefit in a
benefit program that it was prudent to have. the benefit .available
at all regional offices so that veterans in need of such services can
be provided with those services.' _

An interesting aside is that of the individuals who were not ap-
proved for pilot program participation. The vast majority of those
veterans were disapproved because it' could not be determined that
they couldn't participate in the regular program. Our efforts were
redirected toward either additional evaluation 'or giving these vet -
erans: the benefit of the doubt as to a vocational potential being
within. their grasp and gritting them into the regular rehabilitation
program.

Mr. LEATH. In a response to questions submitted to you priOr to
the hearing, you indicated that since. April 1, 1981, 4,683 veterans
have been placed in suitable employment. Do you have followup to
determine' how many of these veterans have continued in that ern:
ployment for at least 6 months or. any period of time, for that
matter?

Dr. LEMONS. Those-individuals are those who have been followed
up for a 3-month period to determine to have been suitably em-
ployed and maintaining the employment that.they have'obtained,
as a result of our effort.

Mr. LEATH. So, the 4,683 would- -
Dr. LEMONS. Would be veterans who are certified' as having ob-

tained and able to .maintain suitable employment. Only at that
point do we terminate their involvement and our followup of their
activities.

Mr. LEATH. I have some more questions, Dr. Lemons,. that I'll
submit .to you which we'd appreciate your answering for the
record.' But we won't belabor them at this point:

My colleague, Mr. Evans.
Mr. EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being late,

and Doctor, I apologize as well, because you may have tried to
answer some of the questions.

But the DAV has submitted a statement stating that it takes ap-
proximately 3 to 4 months for a veteran to obtain a counseling em-
ployment under vocational rehabilitation and as a result many vet-
erans do not apply. I's there any way .to speed up that process, and
my question being new to the tommittee, or perhaps you answered
it, is why does .it take that long to get' .what appears to be like the
initial appointment?

Dr. LEMONS. I read the DAV statement.and it was an issue of
concern to me. However, I believe that the example was an isolated

NSee p. tifi..
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instance. Our current /timeliness standards call for initial counsel-
ing and evaluation appointments to be given within 15 days of re-
ceipt of the application and we are endeavoring to meet that type
standard.

It's difficult when you are successful in rejuvenating a rehabilita-
tion program, as we have attempted to be, in that your response
sometimes does pick up in areas and, while we've had wide vari-
ability of results, in some areas the response has been very, very
significant, and we have attempted to speed up the process in those
instances.

Mr. EVANS. I have 'no other qUestions, Mr. Chairman. _Thank you,
Doctor.

Mr. LEATH. Thank you, Dr. Lemons. We appreciate it. It sounds
like you're getting it started right.

Dr. LEMONS: Thank you.
Mr. LEATH. Is. Mr. Mayo here? Yes. OK, Phil. Our next witness

will be Mr. Philip Mayo, special assistant to the National Legisla-
tiVe Service of the VFW.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP R. MAYO, SPECIAL ASSISTANT. NATIONAL
LEGISLATIVE SERVICE, VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE

: UNITED STATES
Mr. LEATH-Welcome, Phil.
Mr: MAYO. Thank you, sir.
Mr. LEATH. You've been here enough, I think, to know how to do

it, so just get after it.
Mr. MAYO. I'd be happy to, sir.
I'd like to first thank you On behalf of our membership for invit -.

ing us to present our views regarding the Veterans' Administra-
tion's improved vocational rehabilitation prograM.

Mr. Chairman, the personnel in the VA's vocational rehabilita-
tion program, under the able guidance of Dr. Lemons, have sincere-
ly sought, in our opinion, to completely implement all aspects of
the law. He has demonstrated competence in managing the pro-
gram and this, we believe, has been transmitted to those involved
with it. He's remained accessible to us; he's responded to our con-
cerns.

I

It's also important, we think, to keep in mind in evaluating the
program at this time, that the personnel involved with, it are learn-
ing and designing as well as implementing. We have found the VA
personnel to be extremely competent in the counseling 'and psycho-
logical aspects of the program, but we believe the entrusting of the
multiplicity of employmentrelated aspects of the program to them,
as,was accomplished in the law, does not mean that they automati-
cally had the knOWledge to: successfully accomplish them.

We believe that there is a need for greater in-service training for
staff, for keeping up with the state of the art as' well.as successfully
implementing the program: :.I think Dr. Lemons Poihtedthat out
We believe that economies-in GoVernment; budget-wise;.lhave not
enabled the VA to adequately promote staff development. And this
cannot but adversely affect the program.

We also believe that the VA and the Department of'Labor should
work closely together;particularly during this, time of economic re-

,
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._surgence, and particularly in the area of coordinating efforts with
c the DVOP program in placement. - --
' Also, Mr. Chairman, before this and the Senate Veterans' Com-

mittee is legislation that we believe, once enacted, will provide an
important adjunct to the VA and the Department of Labor in their
efforts to --Starcessfully implement the employment aspects of this
Program. I refer to the emergency. jobs training measures. Enact-
ment of these measures, or a measure of this sort, will, we believe,
add one very important ingredient. to the success of placing dis-
abled veterans, and that is a tangible incentive to employers to
hire disabled veterans.

In summary, we believe much has been done to successfully im-
plPment the program but much remains to be done.

We view the revitalization of this program as a notable example
of legislative wisdom and foresight and, accordingly, we express our
sincere gratitude to you and the subcommittee and the Congress, as
well as the VA, for the effective job in getting it enacted and imple-
menting it.

That concludes my,,oral statement.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mayo appears on p. 63.]
Mr. LEATH. Thank you, Phil, for your excellent statement-in sup-

port of the program. I'm sure .Dr. Lemons enjoyed that too since
you're bragking on him there. We don't have that too often, Dr.
Lemns/

And/I noted that you indicated that the VFW membership has
now/reached 2 million members.

Mr. MAYO. Very cloSe to it, sir, and it keeps growing.
r. LEATH. We, of course, congratulate you for that. Do you have

ny estimates on the number of /your members who are receiving
disability compensation or how many have used or might currently
be using the vocational rehabilitation program?

Mr. MAYO. I wouldn't be able to provide you that, sir, because I
simply do not know. I don't know that we break down in any way
among our membership those sorts of details. I can tell you thai, we
have a great many disabled veterans on our staff, both here in
Washington and nationally. For instance, right here in Washington
one of our field representatives is a 100-percent disabled veteran
who trained under this program and who s very, very happy with
it, all aspects ofiit.

Mr. LEATH. In reference to the independent.living pilot, program,
has the VFW made any efforts to refer candidates to the VA under
this program or is there something that is being put together?

Mr. MAYO. We try to follow those in the program through our -
.field representatives who go about the country looking into what's

- going on in the hospital systems and the regional offices. And they
do specifically inquire about these cases. But as far as our service
officers and our people specifically recommending or finding people
to get into the program, I do not know that that is done.

I do know, however, that we don't turn our head to such circum-
stances, if we are aware of them. Our posts in the communities are
very,active in assisting veterans.

Mr. LEATH. Mr. Evans.
Mr. EVANS. Thank you, Phil.
Mr. MAYO. Thank you, sir.
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Mr. EVANS. We very much appreciate it.
Mr. MAO. Certainly; sir.
Mr. LEATH. Our final witness will be Ron Drach, national em-

ployment 'director of the DAV. I'm glad you're not in Florida this
week, Ron; it's too hot.

Welcome. There again, you've been here enough times to know
how to proceed. So, you may do so.

STATEMENT OF RONALD W. DRACH, NATIONAL. EMPLOYMENT
DIRECTOR, DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS

Mr. DRACH:\ Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I guess if I've
learned any lesson in the last couple of months, it's not to take-a
vacation during congressional hearings.,, I guess I'll never live that
one down.

Mr. LEATH. , Well, we just ride you a little bit, that's all. We're
just jealous.

Mr. DRACH. I guess I have Butch to blame, I gueSs, as much as
anybody else for that.

Again, on behalf of the membership of the Disabled American
Veterans, I want to take this opportunity to thank you for conduct-
ing these hearings whin, in our opinion, is certainly a continu-
ation of the concern shown by members of this subcommittee for
the rehabilitation and readjustment of our Nation's disabled veter-
ans into the mainstream of life, specifically as it relates to employ-
ment.

You know, I think one perhaps philosophical standard that I be-
lieve in very strongly is that, you know, we can provide adequate
health care, can provide adequate compensation, and other bene-
fits; and even a good, comprehensive, vocational rehabilitation pro-
gram. But if at the end of all this the individual was still not gain-
fully'ernployed, I have tOquestion whether or not we've been suc-
cessful in the rehabilitation of that person, and I'm a strong believ-
er in giving people the opportunity to prove themselves through
the method of the world of work. ,

--
Certainly the area of vocational rehabilitation, as it's implement-

ed by the VA, is not a new subject to this subcommittee. Over the
years there has been much discussion as to what the goal or the
objective'Of vocational rehabilitation is or should have' been, and
regrettably, I think for too long, and it's nobody's fault here, but
the goal up until 1980 of vocational rehabilitation had always been
basically the restoration of employability and I think that's kind of
a sad commentary because, again, the restoration of employability
without the assurance of adequate employment opportunities may
not really be cost effective when we look at the tax dollars that
have been spent.

I am not going to read my entire statement. I would like to
maybe discuss a little bit about the survey that we've conducted.
It's not a very scientific survey. If a social scientist were to look at
it, they would find numerous and many flaws, obviously. It was
done in about a 2-week. period. It was done very arbitrarily in
terms of who I contacted and requested information from. There
was no scientific method to this whatsoever.

15
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Mr. Evans quilted from one of the comments and I just want to
clarify that the issue that you raised, Congressman Evans, regard-
ing the 2: to 3-month period, was not necessarily .a criticism by the
DAV against the VA. This is a comment that was given to us in
the survey from a Department of Labor official on the west coast.
Now, whether it's accurate or not I don't luiow. But it certainly
raises questions and I think it's something that Dr>,Lemons needs
to look into as well as we as a veterans organization need to look
into.

We found several areas that if, indeed, are true, some pretty seri-
ous deficiencies exist and we will take those up with Dr: Lemons at
a later time to try to resolve some of those.

I think% perhaps the first response that I got back from this
survey, which came from an eastern seaboard industrial town that
has about a 25or 30-percent unemployment. ratethere are, re-

responding.

ttably, quite a few of those cities on the east coasthut one of
the biggest problem)s as seen through the office of the individual

as that there was a very strong competition for a lim-
ited number of jobs, and you take a disabled veteran, attach the
additional, perhaps, still stigma of being a Vietnam-era veteran,
and. put that person, perhaps, inadequately rehabilitated, inad-
equately trained, out into a highly competitive job market, that
perhaps tells us the importance and the need for enactment of H.R.
2355.
Again, philosophically, we're somewhat opposed to paying em-
ployers to hire veterans'. But by providing some of these other ini-
tiatives we need to give that disabled veteran that extra edge, and
if that's what it's going to take, then hopefully we can see the en-
actment of H.R. 2355 very shortly.

But it also brought up other questions or comments about incen-
tives, if you will, targeted jobs tax credit. In this particular city, by
contrast to a southeastern city, it was not used. I noticed in yester-
day's Wall Street Journal that the targeted jobs tax credit pro-
gram, in toto, has dropped significantly, that it's not being used as
it was in the late seventies. And I think even though itis not under
the jurisdiction of thi:3 committee, it is something that perhaps
needs to be looked g' ''tle more closely as it affects disabled and
Vietnam-era "veteran:.

As you know, under TJTC, disabled veterans who participate in
VA vocational rehabilitation or State vocational rehabilitation for
handicapped individuals, are automatically entitled to participate
in targeted jobs tax credits. As I indicated, in the one eastern city
that nothing's being done. In a southeastern city every graduate, if
you will, of vocational rehabilitation in that particular city gets
certified right off the bat. There's an incentive that that particular
disabled veteran. can take and try to market with an employer,
that that employer is eligible to take the tax credit. Perhaps this is
something that Dr. Lernons could look at as a matter of policy re-
quiring all of the field stations to do this automatically. It's pro-
vided for by law. The veteran is entitled to it and it might mean
the difference between getting the job and not getting the job.

It also raised the question of the current authority or the lack of
use of the current authority by the Administrator to make pay-
ments to employers for pr\ oviding on-the-job training for veterans

16
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who have been rehabilitated already under chapter 31. That's not
totally unlike some of the provisions in H.R. 2355.,

It's my understanding that that's not been used at all and I
would hope that the Administration or the Administrator, and Dr.
Lemons, would look into that possibility also, to extend beyond the
actual academic training some payments to employers to hire these
individuals.

One other city, again, I haPpen to know that there's about a 25-
percent unemployment rate, they got off the dime back in 1978.
They assigned a DVOP to the USVAC center. But despite the 1980
vocational rehabilitation amendments and other initiatives, they've
remained pretty much status. quo. They haven't done really any-

( thing.
I haven't identified any of the cities in my testimony but I will

work with Dr: Lemons to deal with some of these concerns and,
hopefully, get them resolved. And hopefully they are isolated
issues, and that's why I didn't want to necessarily, you know, idea-.

,--tiffilie areas. I already mentioned one other southeastern city. An-'
other southeastern city, the report I got was pretty good. They
seemed to -be'vorking fairly adequately together. DVOP and local
VER's were assigned to the vocational rehabilitation people on an
individual basis so that hands-on transition was being made from
the training to the actual job market. That seems to be, perhaps,
the key, the inilividuality placed on each of these individuals and
the job develdPment that goes along with that.

There was a potentialwell, there was a qualified recommenda-
tion that perhaps we look at establishing local advisory commit-
tees, if you will, on vocational rehabilitation similar to the national
advisory committee. The caveat there was that "Don't make a com-
mittee just to meet monthly and talk about things; make it a work-
ing committee and leave a lot of the politician's out. of it so that it
doesn't become a political football at thelocal level. But make it a
really working committee and meet as needed as opposed to any-
thing really formally structured."

Also from the Southeast we learned something that is relatively
disturbing and, again, I'm not sure who to blame on this, because
we've heard of similar problems. The job service says that vocation-
al rehabilitation participants are being referred who are not job
ready. I think we need to look at whose responsibility it is to deter-
Mine the job readiness, of that candidate before they're referred to
the job service. I think we know from experience that employers
don't want to interview people who aren't job ready, and obviously
the 'job service should not be interviewing these individuals either.

The other thing .that disturbed me was that the old system of re-
ferrals seems to be working welLor not working well as the case
may be; One thing that we learned in the late seventies on develop-
ing an outreach program for Vietnam veterans was that you can't
make referrals. You can't say, "Well, go down to the unemploy-.
ment office," or "Go down to the VA." It's got to be individualized,
again. The counselor or whomever, whether it be a service officer,
a vocational rehabilitation counselor or whomever, has to pick up
the phone and make an appointment with whomever is going to be
'doing the job development. /

17 %.
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The other thing that, again, was disturbing, this is an allegation
made, at least on one case, of a veteran saying teat the VA made
him pursue a degree program that he had no interest in and no
desire to take. Again, hopefully it's an isolated case, but if it's not,
then that certainly raises 'a lot of questions about how the program
is running. And' again,. I want to qualify these are just instances
that were brought to my attention and I'm not making broad alle-
gations on these. But it's something that we need to look at.

I mentioned, on a more positive note the targeted jobs tax credit
is working at least administiatively, maybe not in terms of actual
jobs, but at least every eligible veteran is getting certified in this
one 'city.

The 3- to 4-month 'problem that Congressman Evans pointed out
comes from the west coast, again, not directly related to VA,.but a
comment came back from the west coast that the chapter 31 par-
ticipants are not referred to SBA because there's nothing for them
in SBA. Need we discuss that any further?

And the other thing that kind of disturbs me also is that from
the same city I'm told that 20 to 30 percent of the veterans apply.-
ing for chapter 31 are ineligible and, again, I hope that's an isolat-
ed instance and I just can't understand why there would be such a
high rateof ineligibility because it just shouldn't be, in our opin-
ion. So, these are some of the things that well be working with Dr.
Lemons and his staff-to try, to get more answers to.

That concludes my presentation, Mr. Chairman. I'd be happy to
answer any questions'.
, [The prepared statement' of Mr. Drach appears ,on p. 65.]

Mr. LEATH. Thank you, Ron.
When you referred to some of the veterans not being job ready,

do you think that vrould mean from a training standpoint or some
other standpoint that.: they weren't considered job ready?

Mr. DRACH. Well, taking it from a broader issue, Mr. Chairman,
and not just this particular instance, some of the problems that
we've seen over the years in terms of job ready, some veterans,
some people for- that matter, want to start out at $10 an hour and
they don't want to start at the bottom of the ladder and work their
way up. So, concurrent with that a lot of the jobs that are listed at
the job service are entry-level jobs, perhaps 95 percent or .more.

So that when, the veteran comes in thinking that he or she can
get a job at $10 an hour and the job counselor or the LVER says,
"Well, you know, there really aren't any jobs at that rate; you re
going to_have to start at,the bottom," or "You're not qualified for a
job that pays $10 an hour," the catch-all phrase of "not being job
ready" comes into_play.

'On the other" hand, we've. heard horror stories where the ,job
service is so inundated with claimants or applicants for jobs that
the interviewer, be it the local VER or DVOP gets ac-phone call

an employer who wants a truck driver and perhaps a job that
a veteran could fill because that veteran drove numerous types of ,

trucks in the service. But all-too often, because of the heavy work-,
load, the employer 'interviewer would say, "Who knows how to
drive a truck?" and .this guy who maybe drove a pickup truck on
his grandfather's farm when he was 15 years old raises his hand,
and he goes out there on the interview and obviously he's not a

. .
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truck driver. So, it's anted on his application form, "Not job
ready."

So, there's a whole bunch of problems there and I think, again,
the individualized treatment is very, very important, whether its a
vocational rehabilitation specialist, \ a vocational rehabilitation
counselor, a DVOP, a service officer. I think the individual has to
be looked at very, very closely before they're referred.

Mr. LEATH. I think we would all agree that ,if we can get H.R.
2355 enacted and get it out in the field, that what we're doing is
making an effort to tie a lot of loose ends together and pick up
some things that we aren't doing. The thought just occurred to me
as you were uplhere talkingand as we've listened to the testimony
this morning, that apparently Dr. Lemons and his people are doing
a good job with what they've got to work with. What would be your
response to the idea of this committee exploring a little bit further
the possibility of bringing more of this total concept, H.R. 2355, this
piogram, then it, will obviously be. so successful that we will most
likely want to expand it some when we get the proof: that it will
work?

What wou d be wrong with the idea of next year, perhaps, of ex-
ploring the possibility of upgrading Dr. Lemons' office over there to
do a little bitl more of the work within the VA, as having to depend
on some of these other, independent agencies?

Mr. DRACH.' Maybe' as an Associate Deputy. Administrator?
Mr. LEATH. Something like that, yes.
Mr. DRACH. I think that's something that's worthy of looking

into.
If I could make one other recommendation, that notwithstand-

ingthat's something I'll take up with Dr. LemonS later on also
is in my prepared testimony I identified some of the programs and
their inherent deficiencies that we've seen over the years and .I
think if he hasn't already given some thought to this, I think some
of these existing programs that are out there, such as the special
appointed authorities and the unpaid work experience-within the
Federal Government, could be better utilized if the people that _

dealing with it at the local level understand it better. .I know it's
not going to be easy. His people are not placement specialists. We -
don't necessarily want them to be placement specialists. But we
would like to/See, perhaps, a better and closer coordination.

Some of the Federal agencies are interested in hiring veterans
under theseivarious.programs and, again, it's a problem of identifi-
cation and coordination and bringing everybody together.

Mr. LEA* I understand from your statement that the quality of
' services delivered to veterans under chapter 31 will vary consider-
ably in different parts of the country. In your view, what actions
should be taken to insure that all chapter 31 trainees receive the
best possible service from the VA?

Mr. DRACH. Well, I don't know that there's an easy answer to
that, Mr. Chairman. I don't know any'easy answer to pit. I think,
you know, Dr. Lemons has his work cut 'out for him in trying to
establish "some basic standards to be applied across the .country.
You're going to have, when you're dealing with the individuals ad-
ministering the programs locally, just> like in prosthetics, you're

. going to have some more liberal interpr tations in one part of the
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country than you are in another part of the country, and being in
that part of the country, in and of itself, is not necessarily indica-
tive of the attitude.

But I'm not sure 'that you want to overstandardize it. Again, the..
individuality has to be looked at. You know, the bilateral amputee
may need a lot more than a single amputee. Or the blind may need
a lot more than the double amputee. So, I think there's a lot of in-
dividuality that has to go into it,' but yet I still think that some
standards could be developed thatan example that I probably
'overuse is the opticon for the visually impaired, the opticonOf nec-
essary, for the rehabilitation. There shouldn't be any question that
if a visually impaired person needs that opticon to maintain good
grades in an academic setting,:that that opticon should be given to
that. individual without any question, and maybe those are some
areas that could be looked at.

Mr.. LEATH. OK. As You know, the. VA was granted the authority
in Public Law 96-466 to make payments to employers for providing
on-the-job training to chapter 31 trainees. The VA has never used
this authority. Do you believe an ,increased utilization of this au-
thority would enhance employment opportunities. for disabled vet-
erans?

Mr. DEAcii: I.,think it would and, again, there's no, perhaps, real
easy answer for it other than trying to.Work together- at the local
level so that everybody is aware of it. Perhaps the people in the
vocational rehabilitation: program, administering the program, are
aware of it. But how many outside that program know it? How
many DVOP's are aware of that? How many local VER's are aware
of it? So that when a DVOP is trying to develop a job opportunity
do they know that that is there,?

I think .we have to-look at 'perhaps the lack of coordination thus
,far between the Assistant Secretary for Veteians Employment
Office'nd the vocational rehabilitation office. Are they really .as
closely knit as we think Congress intended them to be? I'm notoo
sure about that. ,I think that that's an area that we have to look at
very closely;

Mr. LEATH. Mr. Evans.
Mr. EVANS. NO qUestions, Mr. Chairman. I just wanted to thank

you for clarifying my error in reading your testimony.
Mr. DRACH. That wasn't an error, sir. Thank you.
Mr. EVANS. Thank you.
-Mr. LEATH. Thank you, Ron. We appreciatejt very much.
Without objection, I request that the statements of Mr. Philip .

Wilkerson of the American Legion and Mr. Maurice Loire of the
Military Order of the Purple Heart be made a part of the hearing
record. .

As I indicated-at the beginning of the hearing, the vocational re-
habilitation program is a program of the highest, priority with the
Congress. If there is any one single program which carries out
Abraham Lincoln's words "To care for him who has borne the
battle," it's the vocational rehabilitation program,.

See p. 77.
2 See p. 83.
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We've learned today that the VA has made great strides in help-
ing our veterans to overcome their handicaps: All, however, have
not been successful in their efforts to betcome employable and find
employment. We know that there are many reasons for this. Gen-
erally, the VA has been commanded by the veterans Organizations
for the good job that you're doing, and I agree with this assess-
ment.

However, we can never rest until the program is so effective that'
every disabled veteran 'who receives training under this program is
placed in a position for which the veteran was trained. A great
deal of valuable 'information has been submitted to the subcommit-
tee today and we will continue to work together to "achieve this
very worthy objective, and Dr. Lemons;,thanks again to you and
your staff.

Do you have any closing comments, Lane?
Mr. EVANS. No, Mr. Chairman:
Mr. LEATH. Thank you very much, and the committee stands ad-

journed.
[Whereupon, at 11:23 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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DIRECTOR

VOCATIONAL REHABILITAt'ION AND COUNSELING. SERVICE
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COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS

HOUSE'OF'REPRESENTATIVES

JULY 14, 1983

Mr. Chairman and Members of the SubcomMittee:

It is with great pleasure that I appear before you today to

review and evaluate the improvements in the Vocational Rehabil-

itation Program authorized by.Public Law96-466, with particular

emphasis on the effectiveness of these new provisions in the

efforts of the Veterans Administration to assist service-

connected disabled veterans in.finding and maintaining'long-term

meaningful employment.

In order for me to review and evaluate implementation.of the

current program it is necessary to brieflir'review acme of the

circumstances which led to the enactment'of Title I of Public.

Levi .96-1146.

In the enactment of'Public Law 98-202,.the'Veterans Adminis-

tration wascalled upon to conduct a thorough study of the

provisions of the veterans' vocational rehabilitation program

(19)
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with a view to making recommendations for legislative or 10min-

istrative changes in the program. This study was comPleted.and

submitted to the President and the Congress on September 26, 1978

(Senate Committee on Veterans' Affairs Print No. 26, 95th Con-

, gress; House Committee on Veterans' Affairs Print No. 167,

95th Congress). This study found that the veterans' vocational

rehabilitation program was' essentially patterned after the orig-

inal program in 1943 and was in need of substantial revision and

modernization. s'
The findings and recommendations of this study were adopted by

the'President in his message to the Congress on the status of.

Vietnam era veterans submitted October 19, 1978, when he con-

cluded that the current chapter 31 vocational rehabilitation

program required "major updating."

Thejirogram of vocational rehabilitation in effect at that time was

designed in 1943 when it was a progressive 'and responsible formu-

-.,lation and has generally served disabled veterans well for more

than 30 years. Nevertheless, the program neededrevision- to take

. advantage of what had been accomplished in rehabilitation,during

the intervening 3 decades. Congress, in requiring.the study,

directed the VA to analyze its authority in compariion.with that

of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, administered by the Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare. Our study concluded that an

updating of our own. rehabilitation authority was necessary and

appropriate.
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A major feature or the traditional VA vocational rehabil tation

program limited the purpose of vocational rehabilitation o

restoring a veteran's employability lost by virtue of a ha dicap

due to a service- connected disability or disabilities. Our,,study

recommended that the purpose of this program should encompal not

only the achievement of employability, but also entry into and

adjustment in, suitable employment]. including self-employment where

appropriate. Such revision is consistent with the generally-

accepted goal and criterion of vocational rehabilitation'and is

also consistent with current practice under which a rehabilita-

tion agency is seen as the most effective agent for carrying the

process of vocational rehabilitation to its completion in success-

ful employment.

The chapter 31 definition which equated vocational rehabilita-

tion with training was seen as incomplete in two important areas.

First, it omitted certain essential services. There was neither

provisionifor pretraining services for veterans whose training

and employment goal is indeterminate nor provisions for direct

employment, placement, or adjustment services necessary for the

achievement of actual employment.. Second, the limited definition

resulted,ina fragmented concept of vocational rehabilitation

which did not consider rehabilitation to be a unified, multi-

disciplinary process. Consequently, it promoted the provision of

VA vocational rehabilitation services as separate services, rather

than as integrated and coordinated components of an overall process.,

The study recommended that the program provide all services

needed--pretraining, training, and posttraining--beginning with

24
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the identification or the handicapped service-:disabled veteran

and continuing with his or her rehabilitation on into emPloY,"'

ment whenever feasible:
01.

Additional recommendations concerned changes in eligibility and

develop -

ment

the need for an ongoing training and staff develop-

ment program, and other proVtsionio bring about desired improve- d.

ments in the program. The Congress, after consideration which

included legislative proposals offered by the Veterans Adminis-

tration, enacted the new vocational rehabilitation program as

Title I, Public Law 96-466, effective October 1, 1980. The

-Changes revised the purpose of the program to enable veterans

with service-connected disabilities to achieve maximum indepen-

dence in daily 'living and to the maximum extent feasible to become

lemployable, and
to obtain and maintain auitatle employment. This

change expanded the scope of vocational rehabilitation beyond

training to include both.employment and independence in dailY

living and mhrked a fundamental change in the philosophy and pur-
...

pose of the program.

«Other changes designed to carry out this broadened purpose

included a co.mparable broadening of the scope of services which

could be authorized (including employment: services), Provisions

for a comprehensive initial evaluation in each case as a basis

for determining eligibility and program planning, provisions

J

. for an extended evaluation to determine if vocational rehabili-

tation was reasonably feasiblexyh n this determination couldhot

T-
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be made during an initial evaluation, a mandate for joint form-

lation of an individualized rehabilitation plan for 'a veteran

with, a serious employment handicap, an increase in subsistence

allowance, the establislIment of a program of staff development;

and a charge for to + VA to conduct a 4 year independent, living .

pilot program to :leaflet veteana for whom a vocational goal is

not reasonably fve;)/b1+,

Mr. Chairman, when Publid Law 96-466 was enaoted, the VA took a

number of steps to help acetic° that the new program would be

effectively implemented. Prior to enactment of Public Law 96-466,

the development of policy and procedure for vocational rehabili-

tation was part of the Education,and Rehabilitation Service in

DVD. Reaponsibility for field operations was underthe jurisdlc-

-

ticin of the Veterans Servlae Divisions in the regional offices.

In an effort to prepare for implementation of the anticipated

law, the Administrator approved a reorganization in both Central

.0g.fice and regional offices which resulted in the.establishrient

of the Vocational Rehabilitation and Counseling Service. This

Service was cha.rged with the responsibility for developing

policies and procedures, as well as the-overall administration

of chapter'31, and provisions for counseling services under ::

chapters 32, 34, and 35. Concurrently, units were established.

Alleach,regional office designated as Vocational Rehabilitation

and Counseling Divisions. These Divisions employ 276 counseling

psychologists, 183 vocational rehabilitation specialists, and

165 clerical (technical support) personnel, ,who are currently

26
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stationed at 58 regional offices and centers, and 43 decen=

tralized locations. Additionally, on a limited basis, contract

guidance centers supplement counseling and evaluation services

provided by VA staff. Counseling psIthologists are responsible

for providing an initial evaluation through which eligibility

and entitlement are determined _and information needed -for program'

planning i3 developel. The counseling psychologist, vocational

rehabilitation specialist, and the veteran then collaborate on the

formulation of the veteran's ,oecific rehabilitStlon plan, with the

VRS being responsible for the implementation Of the provi

sions of. the plan, including provision of employment services.

Mr. Chairman, I will now turn to the programmatic steps which the

newly organized VR&C Service and other VA eleMents took to imple

ment the law. While a number 'of the provisions of the law, such

as an increase in subsistence allowance rates, were effective

October 1, 1980, and October 17, 1980, most of the provisions

which significantly altered the purpose and.operation of the

program became effective April 1, 1981. Between October 30 and

November 7, 1980, we issued instructions on the proiisions effec

tive upon enactment, inclUding increased subsistence allowance,

and other payment changes.

The law made very specific and liberal provisiOna for the .

extension of eligibility and entitlement of veterans who were

participating in a vocational rehabilitation program as of

March 31, 1981. On February 4, 1981, we issued comprehensive
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instructions to assure that appropriate action was taken to con

tinue these veterans in their chapter 31 rehabilitation programs.

As a result there was a smooth transition for all veterans par

ticipating during this period.

In considering the implementation of the sweeping changes in the

program which became effective on April 1, 1981, we made several it

basic decisions. We determined that the most practicable approach

was to develop a series of comprehensive issues on all provisions

of the law affecting direct delivery of services. These issues

detailed both policy and procedure, and enabled field staff to

begin administration of the provisibns as they became effective

on April 1, 1981. .Guidelines dealing with chapter 31 eligibility

and entitlement, initial and extended evaluation, Individualized

Written Rehabilitation Plan, authorization of supplies, incar

cerated veterans, and new provisions for payment of subsistence

allowance to hospitalized veterans were issued April 7, 1981.

Two additional issues dealing with employment services and the

pilot program of independent living were issued later in 1981.

These issues were all subsequently published in the Federal

Register.

Mr. Chairman, this completes my review of the initial phase of

the implementation of Title I. I would now like to turn to an

update of our current efforts and a review of the improvements

in the law which have particular relevance to employment.

4
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Your concern with the administration of vocational rehabilitation

services authorized under Title I is entirely appropriate at a

time when, despite encouraging signs of economic recovery, too

many of our serviceconnected disabled veterans are unemployed.

The VA is committed to assisting these special indiYiduals through

the provisions of the vocational rehabilitation program, and. other

provisions of title 38, United States Code, which require that

the VA take positive action to assure- -that veterans are. receiving

employment and other services to which they are eligible under

laws administered by VA and other.ageocies.

To assure that servicedisabled Vietnam era veterans potentially

eligible for chapter 31 were made aware of the VA's rehabilitation

program, a onetime special outreach initiative was undertaken

which provided these veterans with information on which to make a

decision about applying vJcational rehabi itation.

In late Fiscal Year 1981, we re3eased to o r regional offices

a list of over 526,000 names of potential y eligible veterans

obtained from a comparison of VA compensation and education master

records. Regional office VR&C division staff were instructed to

mail appropriate motivational letters to those veterans rated

50 percent or more fora serviceconnected condition and who had

used no chapter 31 or 34 entitlement. Additional priority groups

are being identified for special mailings as local experience is

obtained with the initial effort.
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I would like to briefly comment on our implementation of some /

of the specific changes in which we have seen_poSittle results.

Since implementing the law'we have provided,a comprehensive

initial evaluation to each veteran with a compensable service-

connected disability incurred after September 16, 1940, who

requested assistance under chapter 31. The purpose of the

initial evaluation is to assure that each veteran receives the

opportunity, for'a full exploration of his or her problems in

obtaining and maintaining employment consistent with,his or her

abilities, aptitudes, and interests, and to develop a basis for

comprehensive program planning. Initial evaluations have been

provided to over 100,00Q disabled veterans since the enactment

of Public Law 96-466. A related provision requires that'if a

veteran is so severely disabled that the feasibility of vocational.

rehabilitation cannot be reasonably determined during the initial

evaluation, a period of extended evaluation of 12 months and
.

more in certain cases can be provided to enable the VA to make an

informed decision. The extended evaluation.provisions help assure

that a seriously disabled veteran is afforded every opportunity

to become employable and employed. This option has been used by

over 2,500 seriously disabled veterans since April 11981.

As you are aware, the basic period of eligibility for chapter 31

is now. 12 years for a veteran determined to have an employment

handicap. If a veteran is determined to have a serious ;I'MDLL-

/
ment handicap, the period of eligibility may be--extended beyond

12 years if necessary to accomplish, a program of vocational
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rehabilitation. The determination of extension of eligibility

because of a serious employment handicap is based upon the

severity of the veteran's disabilities in relation to the vet-

eran's problems in obtaining and zgLintaining employment. In

addition.to eligibility based 'upon the determination of employ-

ment handicap and serious employment handicap, eligibility may

also be based directly on the need for emplevment services. Under

this provision an employable veteran who was a prior chapter.31

participant after 1.943 or a prior participant under the Rehabili-.

tatic;:n Act of 1973 subsequent to its enactment may be provided up

to 18 months and more of employment services. This provision is

especially valuable for veterans whose problems .in obtaining and

maintaining employment do not stemfrom lack of job skills, but

from other factors over which they have no control.

We have Sound that-the individualization of services .and their

delivery on a timely basis.:IS critical to the success.of our

rehabilitation efforts, The IWRP (Individualized Written Reha-

bilitation Plan) is the means through which program goals and the

intermediate objectives needed to achieve those goals are

identified.'- The law requires that an IWRP 'be develOped in each.

case in which a veteran has a serious employment handicap. We are

going beyond this by requiring that an IWRP be developed in all .

'cases. This refledts our belief such oomprehensive planning.

is essential to implementing a holistic approach to rehabilitation.

For a veteran.in a vocational rehabilitation program, the program

goal is employment in a specific field or occupation. Intermediate
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objectives include the education and other services needed to

achieve and maintain employment in the field. The development .

of the IWRP is a joint responsibility_of_the_VA_and the veteran.

The basis for the IWRP is the information which has been developed

in the course of.the initial evaluation by the counseling psycho-

logist and theveteran. The information which has been developed .

is then considered by the counseling psychologist, the vocational

rehabilitation specialist, and the veteran who, in consultation,

determine the Apecific employment goal and services needed to

achieve that goal. The vocational rehabilitation specialist

generally helps evaluate the feasibility of various options being

Considered in the light of resources available for training and

employment possibilities in the local area. For example, the

veteran may not have been aware that accomplishment of a particular

objective may require relocation either to secure training or

employment, and he or she should consider such facts. It is

generally in the veteran's interest to develop plans in which

training and employment are locally available. ..However, it is

also recognized that under certain circumstances relocation may

be the only viable option. Agreement is generally reached

, between VA staff and the veteran and the plan is put .into action.'

In those cases in whlchrthere is disagreement on the goal of the

plan or the services to be furnished, which cannot be resolved,

the case is referred to the VR&C Officer for review, or to

Central Office if the VR&C Officer is also the counseling p.sy-

ehologist who handled the case. if the veteran is not satisfied
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with the findings made by the VR&C Officer or Central Office,

he or she may appeal the case to the Board of Veterans Appeals,

Our experience has been that'there are'few disagreeMentsand

in those instances resolution can generally be reached locally.

The provisions of law which allow for resolution at the local

level through professional review by VR&C staff, rather than

immediate recourse to BVA has proven to be a valuable

innovation.

To assure that comprehensive employment planning takes.place, an

iiAP (Individualized Employment' Assistance Plan) is developed in

each case in which the veteran is ready to pursue a specific

employment goal. T}- purpose of the IEAP is to identify the--

specific services which the veteran will need in order to obtain

and maintain employment, and'the resources which may be used to

provide these services., Employment services can include payment

for licensure examinations, tools and supplies needed.for.emploY

ment, use of community resources such as the Employment Service

or the network of DVOP,(Disabled Veterans Outreach Program) staff,

developing skill and confidence in job.sea'rchand retention,

necessary job placement assistance by VA staff, medical care, 'os

any other appropriate service whi,ch the veteran may heed to obtain

and maintain employment. -As noted earlier, the period of employ

ment services may be authorized for up to 18 months and more under

certain conditlong
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Mr. Chairman, the ComMittee has indicated a spe6ial interest in'

the extent to which VA staff provide direct assistance and utilize

the resources of other agencies. Employment services have been

furnished to 12,387 chapteeAl veterans since April -1, 1981.

.Of these 12,387,,veterans,, 7,683.or 62 percent have been placed

so far. VA staff, in cdition to developing comprehensive employ-

ment plans, have also provided direct .placement assistande in

approximately,half of all cases furnished employment services.

The services of DVOP's have been used in 4,439 or 36 percent of

cases, and assistance by other public agencies and organizations

has been provided in 3,746 or 39 percent. of all cases served.

ale are encouraged by the development of employMent services thus

far. There are few veterans.at this time whose 18 month or longer

period 'of employment services has passed since the enactment of

Public Law 96-466. It is too early for us' to determine the pro-

portiPn of veterans.receiving employment services who, at the end

or the .period of such services, are still not tccessful in

obtaining suitable employment.

-The reasons for Placement and job adjustment problems are not

difficult to identify.. SoMe-, like the effects of the .economy,

Are beyond the veteran's control, while in other cases action is

possible. In visits made by Central Office staff to examine field

operations of the yatx-eilvisions, we have learned that in some

-
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.offices deficiencies exist in the provision of employment assis-.

tance and in carrying out.appropriate followup. Our recommen-.

dations in these circumstances generally call for additional staff

training, and.a reordering of staff priorities to assure necessary

services,/including appropriate followup services, are provided.

In addition -to employment with established businesses and organize-
-,

tions, in some situations self-employment may be approved as an

employmentgoal. Special emphasis is placed upon thorough plan-
e..

ning and analysis, including coordination with SBA (Small Business

Administration) to help assure that every self- employment plan is

sound, and each veteran receives the special consideration provided

in the Small Business Act. Since April 1, 1981:789 veterans have

been provided assistance in planning for and establishing small

businesses. Five hundred of,these 789 veterans have been sucessful'

in establishing small businesses. Approximately 350 veterans were

provided assistance in 'making application with SBA. To date, six

applications have been approved for,loans, while a number of the

remaining applications are stillunder SBA consideration.

We have been working very closely with the Department of Labor

and other agencies in Carrying out our responsibilities in the

area of employment and training. I believe it would be helpful

to outline for you, some of the maJor steps we have taken with.DOL.

First, we have assisted DOL in the marketing'of the Targeted Jobs

Tax Credit program which was created'by the Revenue Act of 1978

and was subsequently changed and extended by Public Law 97-248.
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r ;

The purpoie of the tax credit is to provide an incentive to r

employers to hire certain personsfrom targeted groups that have
/

a partigularly high unemployment rate. The targeted groups include
ft

.economically disadvantaged Vietnam veterans and disabled veterans

who are or were participants in the VA vocational rehabilitation

program. The VA has assisted DOL by making suggestions regarding

media materials and marketing techniques. Additionally, VA'staff

play a major role. in promoting TJTC by explaining the advantages

of the credit to veterans and prospeetive employers.

Second, in October 1981, VA and DOL issued instructions t9 their

respective staffs regarding the outstationing of DVOP's/at VA and

other locations. The instructions indicated that approximately a

fourth of the 2,016 DVOP staff were to be outstationed,at loca-

tions to be jointly'determined.by VA and DOL staff in/each State.

A.survey by VA indicates that as of July 1, 1983, 239 DVOP's are

out-based at VA facilities. The provisions of Public Law 97-306,

the Veterans' Compensation, Education and Employment Amendments of
/I

1982, modified the provisions of Public Law 96-466ydealing.With.

the stationing of approximately 25 percent of DVOP's.at VA loca-

tions to allow greater flexibility in this area while continuing

//

to provide for appropriate support-to the vocational rehabilitation

program.

Third, we have developad a new cooperative Teement between the

'Veterans Administration and the Department of Labor, which super-

sedes a prior Memorandum of Understanding negotiated in 1979.
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'}he 1979 Memorandum of Understanding'reemPhasized longstanding

VA/DOL collaboration but it did not adequately incorporate the

requirement that the VA actively promote the effective imple-

mentation of the laws and regulations which provide for special

consideration for veterans. Following the appointment.of DOL'a

ASVE (Assistant Secretary for Veterans Employment), representa

tives from phe VA and DOL joined forces to negotiate ana develop

the compreh.nsive interagency agreement which was signed by the

Administrator on June 18, 1982, and the Secretary of Labor on

1,A.; 14, 1982. This. agreement incorporates organlzational-F.--

legislative and programmatic changes, and encompasses all the

VA and DOL components except CETA (Comprehensive Employment

Training Act), and the successor job training and employment

programs. Discussions have been held with DOL on including the

provisions of the Job Training Partnership Act in the agreement

and work is underway on an amendment to the agreement to accom-

plish that purpose. The VA-DOL agreement also incorporated the

actions taken on the two initiatives discussed earlier.

Mr. Chairman, while this hearing is particularly concerned with

the employment related provisions of Chapter 31,I would like to

briefly present current information on the status of the pilOt

program of independent living services. The purpose of this,pro-

gram is to provide those veterans for whom a vocational goal is

not reasonably feasible with the services needed to function more

independently in their family and community. As of June 1., 1983,

141 veterans have been approved for the independent living program

3-7
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and 125 veterans are currently receiving assistance and services.

The majority of participants (87 percent) have a disability rating

of 100 percent. This is an area in Which an example may tell us

more about the independent living program than statistics.

One of the pilot program participants is a 22-year-old.veteran who,

while on active duty in the Navy, fell 30 feet from a bridge in

early 1980. He is rated 100 percent service-connected for skull

fracture and, visual and perceptive impairment.

Prior to 15rogram participation, the
veteran lived at home with his

parents who provided all of his care. He was unable to ambulate,

bathe,rdress, shop, cook, pay bills; do laundry or keep medical

appointments without moderate or complete supervision and assis-

tance, PAs a result of his pilot program participation, the vet-

erar, is now able to perform the majority of these tasks withoilf

'any alisistance or supervision. Re can even cook with minimal

assistance and supervision, and his ability to communicate with

oth4r and develop and maintain friendships ,has improved.

Atjtlie program's start, the veteran reported he felt useless and

thgt things were not going very well in his life. At program

ter ination, he reported he likes himself and that things are

iM roving. We would agree that his quality of life is' better

and his future-far brighter than one could ever have hoped for.
/

5xtensive data is being collected on all applicants for, and

./

participants in, the Pilot Program. Specific evaluation and

recommendations will be developed and forwarded to the Congress

byOctober.24, 1984., as required by law.
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'Mr. Chairman, I would now Hits to report on program management

policies and procedures which we have established to assist us

in implementing the iaw.

During late Fiscal Year 1981, we restructured and reaanda;dized

the VH&C work measurement system. This system now reflects tho

provisions of Public Law 96-466 and provides program managel,,

with the necessary tools to determine and analyze staffing pat-

terns. We developed a series of operating performance ,reparta

to accommodate the new system and enable management to monitor

program effectiveness and staff productivity.

Also,.we have taken several steps to establish an improved system

for providing management information and evaluation to all levels'

of VR&C and VA management. During March and April 1982, we issued

instructions to-VR&C field Operations to implement this management

system. The first part, the Systematic Analysis of Operations,

permits program managers to periodically examine and, where required,

adjust critical elements of the program. Guidelines for monitoring

of operations, such as timely scheduling for initial evaluation, pro-

vision of. rehabilitation services during training, and employment

assistance, and determining...the qualit9, degree.. of effectiveness,

efficiency and economy of services, are provided. The second part

of the systeM involves quality review and analysis of VR&C case-

. work. Comprehensive reviews are carried out by both VR&C field

stations and Central Office staff. The Systematic Analysis of

Operations and quality review programs each serves to identify

aspects of the program which may need quality improvement.
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The third part of Wm ma.nagement and evaluation system requires

VR&C field staff to submit monthly narrative reports on activities

in specified critical areas to the program operations staff in

Central Office. This enables us to have some firm outcome data,

as well as greater insight into some of the pew program elements,

or operations particular to unique regional office VR &C

conrigurations.

We are taking additional long-range steps to improve administra-

tion of the chapter 31 program 'by expanded utilization of data

processing support through the TARGET system and by comprehensive

chapter 31 regulatory revision..
The Target system, at this time,

proVrides.verlimited chapter 31 capabilities.
Recognizing the

potential of the Target system to provide improved management and

accountability for chapter 31, we have developed a platy for revis-

ing the computer data processing environment supporting the

chapter 31 program.
Broadening this system is a vast undertaking.

The first phase of Target support of chapter 31 it projected for

Fiscal Year 1984. It has been specifically designed to improve

accountability by providinlvore accurate, pertinent and timely

4ata. The system will enable us to track each Veteran's progress

through various phases of the rehabilitation process, and thereby

help assure that appropriate action is taken during specific stages

of the process. Expanded information for management purposes will

be captured as a byproduct of.the CH31 Target activities. Though
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the payment system will rem8
. unchanged at this payMent

information and program information will be available for CB31

Target inquiry as wellas for program reports.

The issue of regulatory development is another area which has been

of considerable concern to us. -A basic decision was made at the

time the law-was enacted to replace the existing series of

chapter 31 regulations with a totally new and reorganized system.

We expect to complete this new comprehensive set of chapter 31

regulations shortly. We are'publishing the proposed regulations

in five Sections. Three sections already have been published in

the FederalNiegister for comment, and the remaining two sections

are in the process of being forwarded to OMB for review prior to

opublication.

Mr. Chairman, the final area I.would like to comment on is prbfes

sional training and staff development. Systematic staff develop .

ment is one of'the major means through which identified weaknesses

in staff performance can be eliminated and quality improvement

effected. It is also the primary tool for helping staff keep

current regarding new theoretical and technical developments in

the fields of counseling and rehabilitation that have potential

for enriching and improving the quality of .VR&C'servicei.. We are

meeting staff development needs through ongoing VR&C inservice

training, formal education'or training programs, Central Office

sponsored training programs, locally arranged professional-meet

ings, and regularly scheduled conference calls between Central

Office and regional offices.



Because every organization needs a composite picture of the staff ,

available to carry out its services, In May 1981 the VR&C Service

took steps to asses,- the education, training and work experiences

of DVB Counseling Psychologists and Vocational Rehabilitation

Specialists. VR&C Officers are currently using completed inven7

tories.to plan ani J-±)3ement local programs of staff development.

Along with the anew 468description end a program

of staff developMe:it to upgrade.counseling and other skills

neaded for Vocational Rehabilitation Specialists to carry out

new dUties and responsibilities were provided.

In August 1981, the Commission on Rehabilitation Counselor Certi-

fication, a body established to promote excellence in the delivery

of quality rehabilitation counseling services to the public, dele-

gated authority to the VR&C Service for granting rehabilitation

co,:-selor certification maintenance credit to CP's and VRS's for

VA staff, development training. Since August 1981, we have

approved 60 separate training programs for rehabilitation counselor

certification maintenance.

AdditionW. trattiiig and staff development activities at the local

level averaged approximately 5,540 hours per month for the fli..st

eight months of.Fiscal Year. 1983. Eighty-eight percent of these

hours are within VA, and the remainder in conjtinction with other

agencies. On October 14, 1981, the VR&C,Service instituted

quarterly conference calls with WIC divisions nationwide, to
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communicate more directly with field staff.concerning the

implementation of new-revised chapter 31 vocational rehabilitation
.

program policies-and procedures and to expedite field implementa-
.

. tion of the, vocational rehabilitation enhancements of Public

Law.96 -466.

At the national level, the key activity has been a series of four

workshops for VR&C Officers held in 1981 and 1982. 'The first of

these was a national workshop followed by more intensive workshops

in each of three regions. The national meeting focused on new

concepts and provisions of law, while the regional meetings focused

more specifically on selected areas such as employment services,

independent living, and management of VR&C divisions. A followup

national meeting is scheduled for next month. .,This meeting will

be primarily concerned with program and policy issues needing our

attention which we. have identified in the course of analysis of

station operations.

As a result of our implementation of these many initiatives we are

_ confident that improvements in the VA vocational rehabilitation

program as 'envisioned by.Public Law 96-466 have been made. The

number of veterans requesting-and being provided services under

chapter 31 has increased slightly since enactment, after a con-

tinued deceease in the four years prior to enactment. Service

disabled veterans are coming to.see the VA vocational rehabili-

tation prograr as a viable rehabilitation resource. Just as

importantly, they are coming to recognize that the goal of the

'program is employment and it is a goal we are committed to

assisting disabled veterans to pursue and achieve.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. I shall be pleased

to respond to any questions you may have.
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WRITTEN SUBCOMMITTEE QUESTIONS AND THEIR RESPONSE

To VA ADMINISTRATOR WALTERS REGARDING HEARING ON VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION PROGRAM

1. Section 1503 of title 38, U.S. Code, provides for circumstances under which

a veteran's period of eligibility
forchapter 31 training may extend beyond the

1?-enr limit. Have any veterans irequested an extension of eligibility because

the occupation for which -the veteran was previously trained became obsolete?

.How many requests for extension hive been received? How have you responded to

any such requests? How many requests for extension,have been granted, how many,

denied?

1

The period of eligibility for chapter 31 may be extended beycind.the basi 12-year ,

period for a veteran with a serio1us employment handiCip if such an
extension is

I

needed to complete a vocational rehabilitation program.
Obsolescence of skills

provided through prior training is only one of the factors considered in determining

the existence of a serious employment handicap. Current procedures recilire a.

determination be made in each cAse in which basic eligibilipy and entitlement is
t

established., While we do ITC have a recurring report on' the number of veterans _

requesting or being granid an extension of eligibility solely on the basis of

obsolescence of prior yraining, we requested that/field staff estimate the number

of such requests resulting outcome since/ April 1981. For the 28-month

period, April 198/to July 1983, it is estimated that some 1,100 requests were

received, with etensions granted to approximately 450 veterans. Denial of such

a request was generally a result of veterans not needing an extension in order to

. -

complete their vocational rehabilitation program, or veterans needing;specific

employment assistance rather than additional training.
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2. Section 1504(0(5) of title 38. U.S. Code, provides that the Administrator
may provide placement services to, disabled veterans to effect suitable plaCement
in employment, and postplacement services to attempt to insure satisfactory
adjuatmenein employment. Specifically, what services does the VA provide to
veterans under this section?

The VA may provide most of the services which may be authorized under section
.

1504(a) and other chapter 31 provisions to a veteran being provided employment

services, except for subsistence allowance, loans from the Revolving Loan Fund, and

training. In addition to placement assistance, the assistance which may be

furnished includes a broad range of medical care and treatment, including

prosthetic services, supplies and equipment needed to bigin employment training for

licensureexamination and payment of licensure fees, transpor:tation assistance

in certain cases, reader services and other special assistance for the blind and

deaf, services to the veterans family, and other appropriate services determined

to be necessary for the veteran to obtain and maintain suitable employment. The

specific services to be providedin each case are described in the IEAP

(Individualized Employment Assistance Plan). These services may generally be

provided for up to 18 months, and more in certain cases.
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3. In your view, is the current alb:iv/ante paid under chapter 31 adequate?

Is chapter 31 competitive with chapter-34? How many veterans have elected, as

part of a vocational rehabilitation program
under chapter 31, to pursue a program

of education and receive allowances and other forms of assiatance equivalent to

those authorized for veterans enrolled under chapter 34? 'Have more veterans

elected to train under chapter 31 rather than chapten34 since Public Law 96.466

was enacted?

The adequacy of allOwances being paid under chapter 31 and under all VA educational

programa is currently under review within the agency. As pit, are aware, Public Law

96-466 increased the chapter 31 subsistence allowance by 17% compared to a 10%

increase in the chapter 34 educational assistance allowance. This reduCed the .

economic difference between the two programs which was felt to be a major contributor

' to the situation whereby service-connected
disabled veterans otherwise eligible

for chapter 31 were electing to pursOe chapter 34 for their training programs.' The

..provisions for veterans heing'shle to pursue chapter
31 while in receipt of allowanCes

and other forms of assistance equivalent to those authorized for veterans enrolled

under chapter 34 have not been widely used. During no month since enactment has

this provision been elected by more than 100 veter:ms nationwide.

We believe that the chapter 31 program is new competitive with chapter 34 for those

service-connected disabled veterans found eligible and entitled to vocational

rehabilitation services. During fiscal year 1981. 949,000 veterans trained under

chapter 34 and 29,818 trained under chapter 31. During fiscal year 1982, chapter 34

experienced a 18% decrease to 778,000 while chapter 31 experienced close to a 4%

increase to 30,919. We have projected that this slight increase will continue

. on into FY 1986 and then gradually decrease in the outlying years.
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4. Please provide the Subcommittee with an update regarding the independent
living program. How many veterans are currently receiving assistance and services?
What actions have been taken by the VA to identify participants for this program?

As of June 1, 1983, 141 veterans have been approved for the independent living

pilot program and'currently 125 veterans are receiving assistance and services.

The majority of participants (87%) have a disability rating of 100% and no

participant has a rating of less than 50%.

Of those veterans approved, 32%were between the ages of 30-39 at program admission,

25% were between the ages of 20-29 and 20% between 50-59. Not quite 10% of the

veterans approved were over 60 years of age.

A broad spectrum of disability categories are represented by'the participants

(33% with organic brain syndrome, less than 1% with quadrap/egia.46Z with multiple

sclerosis, 24% with schizophrenia and the remaining with other disabilities).

Eighty veterans have been referred but not approved for the pilot program. -The

primary reason for not approving candidates was that vocational feasibility had'

been prematurely ruled out. For these veterans, necessary independent living

services may be Provided under extended evaluation or a vocational rehabilitation

program.

Each veteran in the pilot program receives an individualized,plan of.setvices

based on an assessment of the veteran's particular independent living needs.

Independent living skills training, housing and vehicle modifications, intensive.

rehabilitation programs for specific disabilities, comprehensive rehabilitation

evaluations and training in attendant management are some of the services and

assistance most irequently'provided to particitants.

0
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A p) - rcu. valuation protocol hnu been developed. for: a mandated report on the cost

.effecr.:/eness and accomplishments of the pilot program Aue to Congress by October

1984. l'ata collection on program participants has begun.

When the pilot program was implemented, we issued instructions to the field.

emphasizing the ;e,:d_ to take positive steps to identify potential candidates for

the program. The VA Public and Consumers AffairsService released an information,

1

bulletin on ihn pii,t program. This was reprinted in local newspapers and was-

broadcast to some armed forces service personnel. Articles on the program appeared

in several veterans service organilations' newsletters. VA Central Office personnel

have met with national representatives of service organizations to review the

program. .Similar meetings have been held at the local level between V1I6C personnel

in the regional offices and field representatives of the service organizations.

The pilot program's goals have been explained to VAMC's staff via national

conference calls and meetings at the field level. They have been enlisted to help

identify potential candidates who are on the rolls of D1.16S facilities. In addition.

DVB and DM&S are developing a multimedia package on independent living programs

within the VA. This package includes an :informational leaflet which can be .

distribute, to staff and veterans. By assisting sia'ff-ret_better understand the

concepts $Z: independent living, they will be more able to identify which veterans

might Ie..r ben.fit from the services.

The third approach has been to generate a-listing of veterans who have been

determined medically infeasible for a chapter 31 program of vocational rehabilitation

during, a five-year period. Field personnel have attempted to-contact each veteran

whose name appeared on the list-and to assess need for independent living services.
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38, U.S. Code, provides that under certain ciicumetancesS. Section 1514 of title

a veteran may participate in a vocational rehabilitation program outside the
United States. How many veterans have trained, or are in trainin g, under this

section? For what reasons were veterans approved for training under this section?
Is approval for training outside the United States approved at the Regional or
Central Office level?

Training outside the United States to enable a veteran to qualify for employment-

in the occupational objective can be approved, subject to the folldwin8 conditions:

.

either the training is not available in the United States or requiring the veteran

to train in the United States would impose a hardship; evidence indicates that

all necessary supportive services,medical care and treatment can be obtained.in

the foreign location; and approval of such training is in the best interest of

the veteran and the Government. Since April 1, 1981, 21 disabled veterans have

been approved for training' outside the United States, and 17 are currently pursuing

training outside the United States. .A large majority of these cases were approved'

by the Manila Regional Office. Of the 21 veterans for whom training has been

apprOved. 17 are training in the Philippines, and four in other countries. Except

for Manila, Central Office approval is required for training outside the United

States. Veterans training in the:Philippines are residents of that country, and a

general determination has been made that referring these veterans to train

elsewhere would impose an unreasonable hardship.
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6. Section 1515 of title 38, U.S. ode, provides the Administrator the authority

to utilize rehabilitation resources utside the Veterans Administration. Has the

Administrator. exercised his authority under this section? For example, how many

veterans are pursuing chapter 31 train ng in a Federal agency, as provided in

Section 1515(a)(1)7 .

The VA utilizes a wide variety of training a d rehabilitation resources both

public and private -- VA and non-VA. These re ources include schools, business

facilities which provide on-the-job training, an comprehensive rehabilitation .

facilities..

There were 17,203 veterans in training and rehabilitati n programs as of

April 1983. Of this number 11,767 veterans were pursuing ehabilitation programs

operated by public agencies and organizations. Veterans in ehabilitation

programs in private facilities number 5,436. Two hundred and ifty veterans are

in non-pay on-job training in Federal agencies. Of the 125 vete ans currently

receiving independent living services in the pilot program, 105 a receiving

such assistance through non-VA facilities, and 20 in VA facilities.
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7. Please'discuss in detail the specific action's taken by the Veterans

Administration to pate and enhance employment opportunities for
servicedisabled,veterahl who have received vocational rehabilitation'
,services' under Chapter 31 or a similar program under the Rehabilitation
Act'of 1973, as described in Section 1516 of title 38, U.S. Code.

Promoting the development and enhancement of employment and training

opportunities for veterans is one of the VA's top priorities. VII&C staff

have received training on the implementation of a detailed circular on

employment services. This circular emphasizes the critical nature of thorough .

planning Which begins as soon as eligibility for employment assistance is

established. The'VA collaborated with DOL on the issuance of two circulars:

Cutstationing DVOPStaff in VA Facilities, and Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program.

Both directives called for intensive mutual VA-SESA (State Employment Security

Agency) development and for local agreements which'were to be incorporated

into statewide agreements. As of 7/1/83 we had 239 DVOP'sand 6 LVER's

(Local Veterans Iirployment.Representative) outstationed in VA regional offices,

medical.centerS and outreach centers. VA staff is participating in the

marketing of the TJTC program by providing information to veterans and employers.

VA staff also makes the prelirdnary TJTC eligibility determination on service

disabled veterans. who are participating in or have completed a vocational

rehabilitation program under chapter 31, These coordinated efforts between the

VA and DOL have resulted in expedited services and a more effective utilization

of staff.

We have strengthened our relationship with the DOL(Departrent of Labor) by

developing and implementing a comprehensive interagency agreement which identifies

and clarifies how we may best utilize Federal, state and comvunity resources in

fulfilling our mutual commitment to veterans. VA and EOL field offices in each

state have negotiated 'and-implemented a statewide agreement consistent with

congressional intent and legislative mandate as spelled out in the national

agreement. The statewide agreement covers such matters as referral procedures,

liaison personnel, coordination of job development and Placement efforts, and the

or information. The national VA and DDL offices are responsible for

. monitoring the implementation of the statewide agreement and for amending the

national agreement as needed. Efforts to integrate appropriate sections of the

JTPA (Job Training Partnership Act) are currently underway.
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8. The maximum implementati6n of section 1517 of title 38, U.SYCode, is of

particular concern to the Subcommittee, in view of the recent record high unemploy-

ment rates for veterans. Please discuss.in detail all steps taken by the Veterans

Administration to implement this section including information such as the number

of direct placement of veterans in employment, the extent of your utilization of

DVOP Specialist aervices,and job development and placement services under other

government agencies and private organizations. Also discuss the steps taken by

the VA to assist,veterans in their efforts to secure loins from the Small Business

Administration. How many'veterans have applied for small' business loan assistance?

How many were approved? Have you been unsuccessful in obtaining employment for

employable veterans trained under chapter 31? If so, how many to date, and the

reasons therefore?

A. Job Development and Placement Services

Each veteran with a service-connected disability-who has participated in a vocational

rehabilitation program under chapter 31 or a similar program under the'Rehabilitation

Act of 1973 and who has been determined to be employable, is required to have an

IEAP (Individualized Employment Assistance Plan). In addition to specifying goals

_ .
and objectives, the IEAP outlines the services to be provided, the name,.address

and telephone number of each service provider, the anticipated length.of each

service, and the responsibilitieSVA and the veteran in accomplishing long

and short-range goals. When possible, a DVDP,(Disabled Veterans Outreach Program)

specialist or LVER (Local Veterans Employmet Representative) participates in the

planning process along with VA staff and th veteran. This joint participation

in the planning process has two major benef ts: (1) It helPs'to insure the

development of realistic goals based on th latest available information about the

local labor market; and (2) It identifies nd clarifies the responsibilities of

the veteran, the VA and all service provi ere:

Outcome^of Job Develo ment and Plat ment Services

We have provided employment services o 12.387 disabled veterans since April 1,

1981. Of those provided employment services under chapter 31:.
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A total of 8.126 veterans have progressed in their program up to the point

of development of an IEAP;

(2) VR&C staff provided direct job assistance in 5.916 cases;

(3) Job development and placement services of DVOB's were utilized in

cases;

(4) Job development and placeMent services of other agencies were utilized in

3,746 cases;

(5) Of the 12.387 veterans provided employment assistance since April 1, 1981,

7,683 or 62% have been placed in suitable employment.

(6) Since April 1, 1981, 2.965. of 'the veterans who have completed training
,._\\

have not been placed. The total figure includes veterans who began to receive

employment assistance as recently as june-30, 1983. and most are still generally

within their 18-month period of employment services. The major reasons for non-

placement of these employable veterans include factors over which the veteran has

no control, the impact of the economy, the generally high unemployment rate,

diminished motivation and unwillingness of the veteran to maintain a diligent

search for employment when faced with numerous rejections, and the overall

economic disincentives of limited job opportunities.

C. Self-Employment

in view of the low success rate for entrepreneurs, the objective of self-vaployment

in a smallbusinese enterprise requires a thorough analysis before the ultimate

choice is made. Although employment in the competitive market place generally

of -fare the best chance of success, depending on the individual circumstances and.

the market potential of a given commodity, self-employment may well be a viable .

vocational objective for some veterans; VR&C staff have been instructed to -

utilize available community_resources such as the local SBA (Small Business

Administrat\on) office. economic development corporations, business associations
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and college level business programs to obtain preliminary data 'about the local

consumer market,

From April 1, 1981, to June 30, 1983, 1,212 veterans have requested assistance in

becoming self-employed. Fullowing the required careful analysis, 789 veterans have

been provided such assistance. According to a recent field survey, 500 veterans

(63%) have become self-empluyed. With assistance from VR&C staff, 350 veterans

applied for SBA loans. To date, six have received loans through SBA, while a number

of tht remaining applications are still under SBA consideration.

9. Describe the current program of ongoing professional training and development
for Veterans.Administration counseling and rehabilitation personnel engaged in
providing rehabilitation services under chapter 31. Is this training by the
veterans Administration, or is it carried out at other agencies or through grants
to private groups? What percentage of your budget is earmarked for your training
and development program?

.D.rSystematic staff development is one of the major means through which identified

.

weakneases in staff performance can be eliminated and quality improvement effected.

It is also the primary tool for helping staff keep current regarding new

theoretical and technical developments in the fields of counseling and rehabilitation

that. have potential for enrichi4 and improving the quality of VIM services.

Staff development needs are being met through ongoing VR&C inservice.training,

formal education or training programs, Central Office sponsored-training programs,

locally arranged Professional meetings and r scheduled conference calls

between Central Office and Region ffices: Training and staff development

activities at the local level are averaging approximately 5,450 hours per month

for the first eight months of FY 1983. Eighty-eight percent of these houra are

within VA, and the remainder in conjunction with other agencies. Employee

training is budgeted undetithe Office Services object classification on a'department

basis and is not budgeted on a program basis.
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10. What major rehabilitation research and special projects are currently being

conducted by the VA? What is the budget for these projects? Are they being done

directly by the VA, or are they being conducted through grant or contract?

The VA actively supports research and development projects designed to improve the

quality of life and to allow more functionally independent activities of daily

living by impaired, disabled and handicapped veterans. The Rehabilitation Research-

and Development (Rehab R&D) Service within the VA's Department of Medicine and

Surgery funds approximately 105 merit review project's at 40 VAMCs. These projects

include R&D centers at Palo Alto and Hines, a smaller R&D unit at Atlanta and the

Office of Technology Transfer at NewYork City. In addition, there are five inter

agency projects to use the resources of other agencies to resolve rehabilitation

problems cif,disabled veterans.

The Rehab R&D Service has three priority areas of research and development. The

first is in prosthetics/amputation. The emphasis is on development of lighter and

more rugged articificial limbs as well as research on ways to decrease the body's

negative responses when a prosthetic device is used.

The second major area of emphasis is on development
of assistive devices for the

spinal cord injured. Rehab R&D Is developing voice controlled robotics for the

totally paralyzed, computer conttolled electrical stimulation for restoring function

.in paralyzed limbs, environmental controls, and improved wheelchairs.

Improvement- in sensory aids is a third research emphasis. Rehab R&D is sponsoring

studies to determine how blind people travel', evaluate new travel techniques and

develop better methods to teach'these travel techniques.

The total Rehab R&D budget for FY 1983 was approximately $10 million. During-the

FY Rehab R&D funded $4 million of projects in the area of prosthetics/amputation,



Si million in the area 01 spinal curd injured and $3 million in the area of sensory

aids. Of this'$10 million budget, approximately $1 million was awarded to local .

universities and private sector firms outside the VA.

Although PL 96-466 authorizes the Administrator to carry out rehabilitation studies.

research and special projects, the Vocational Rehabilitation and Counseling Service,

due to budget constraints, has nor funded research and development projects. The

Service does however, consult with the Rehab R&D Service to assist in the develop-

ment of priorities most relevant to the needs of veterans participating in the

chapter 31 program. In addition, the Service has consulted with the National

Institute of Handicapped Research in establishing research priorities.

II. When a disabled veteran initiates
vocational rehabilitation, what process

Is followed to ensure that the veteran
is suited to his chosen field? If it is

determined that a veteran is unsuited for the field in which he/she'has an

interest and the veteran insists on pursuing this program of study, how is

this issue resolved?

As part of the initial evaluation process
developed for ea:h chapter 31 applicant.

the counseling psychologist, the
vocational rehabilitation specialist and the

veteran engage in a comprehensive review and analysis of all possible. information.

Including psychometric assessment, which may be used for sound rehabilitation

planning, The.veteran is assisted throughout-the
counseling process to identify

poten131 objectives which are consistent with his or her aptitudes, abilities.

Interests and limitations. Every attempt is]nade to counsel the veteran on

consistency/inconsistency of different occupational
choices, but. when the

veteran focuses on a choice whicl.is felt by VA staff to be inconsistent with

the veteran's circumstances, the
plan is reviewed by the VRbC Officer.

If the VR&C Officer concurs with the staff assessment, the veteran is so

counseled. If he or she still desires an objective which is.viewed as incon-

sistent, the veteran can appeal this
decision to the Board of Veterans Appeals.
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12. The Subcommittee has received indications that, in some instances,
veterans have been encouraged to study certain fields which have few possi-
bilities for employment in the geographical area in which the veteran lives.
Is it the policy of the VA to consider local employment opportunities when
counseling veterans?

A significant aspect of the suitability of an occupational choice is the

anticipated employment opportunities which may exist upon completion of the

training program. Both the counseling psychologist and vocational rehabilitation

specialist are aware of the current and future employment trends in the local

geographical an occupational choice is considered .which has limited

marketability in the local area, the veteran is advised of the limits and

given information on other geographical areas which may better. support the

marketability of the chosen occupation and is also assisted in developing

alternative occupational goals. Once concurrence is made in _a vocational

rehabilitation goal,. the objectives, including employment marketing in a given

-geographical area are developed in the IWRP which always are subject to

fication should circumstances require it.

13. How many work-study students are included in your Vocational Rehabilitation
and Counseling (VR&C) divisions in your regional offices? 'HoW many chapter. 34
student trainees are assigned to your VR&C divisions?

Veteran-students enrolled as 11x11 -time students under the provisions of either

chapter 31 or 34, may agree to perform services and receive an additional

allowance under the VA work-study program. Veterans who'are 30 percent or more

disabled from service-connecte'disabilities are given preference in obtaining

a work-study position. A veteran inw work-study position may work up to

250 hours per enrollment period and would receive $837.00. One who es to

work a lesser number of.hours gets a proportionately lesser amount.

Veteran-students are paid 40 percent of the amount of the work-study agreement

in advance', with hours to be worked during or between enrollment periods.

The services that may be performed-under the supervision of a VA employee ;Ire:

a. VA outreach services under the supervision of a VA employee.

b. Preparation and processing of VA paperwork.

c. Provision of care at a VA domiciliary or medical center.

d. Any other activity of the approved by the Administrator.

As of Jul, 1, 1983, there were 187 work=study students performing services in
\ ,

.- our VR&C Divisotia. Of the total 187 work-study students, 96 of theM (51%)
.

were chapter 34 student trainees.
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14. What percentage of chapter 31 trainees pursue study at institutes of

higher learning? What percentage of these trainees find employment related to

their fields of study?

Approximately 70% pursuing training under chapter 31 pursue such training at

institutions of. higher learning. From April 1, 1981. through June 30, 1983.

6,698 veterans completed a college degree which qualified them for employment

in the field for which training was provided. Our current figures indicate

that 4,776 (71%) were subsequently employed in the field for which training

was provided or in a closely related field. The remaining veterans in this '

category are still being actively followed-up during the employment assistance

phase of their programs.

15. How many current Chapter 31 trainees served only during World War. II?

Hew many served only during the Korean Conflict? What types of, training have

been provided these veterans? In determining need for rehabilitation, is age

a factor in dOormining feasibility for such training? Does age of the vetete

ever serve as a bar. to eligibility for this training?

There are 219 World War II and Korean Conflict veterans currently in,training

under the auspices of the Chapter 31 vocational rehabilitation program. This

figure consists of 88 World War II and 131 Korean Conflict veterans. The total

representa approximately 1% of the total veteran population; in training, as of

the end of March 1983. Fifty percent of the World War II and Korean Conflict

trainee population are presently attending Institutions of Higher Learning (I.H.L.)

and 25% are participating in vocational/technical training programs.
Apprentice

and on-the-job skill development programs account for approximately 15% of this

trainee group and 10% are involved in special training situations.

/ Eligibility and feasibility for vocational rehabilitation training are determined

in the same manner, with all veteran
applicants,.regardless of age._ Prior work

history, the individually experienced efeects of disability, the likelihood of

securing end mniotainlug eventual employment following the completion of training,

and_other pertinent factors are all significant areas for consideration which are

evaluated on an individualized basis with E.:.ch veteran. Planning for rehabilitation

services is based on the information obtained and synthesized during this process.

Older veterans may require services unique to that population based on the

breadth of past Work experience, the degree with which age has become a 'factor

in the prognosis of the disability and
other age-related issues which must be

addressed in order to provide appropriate assistance.
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16. Does the Vocational Rehabilitation Specialist (VRS) participate directly in
the development of the Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP) consulting

. IL: tier r,,onseling Psychologist and the veteran? What is the responsibility of the
VRS as compared with the Counseling Psychologist? Please provide a brief descrip
tion of the responsibilities of the Counseling Psychologist and VRS in formulating
the veterans rehabilitation plan and the implementing of the plan to a successful

conclusion.

The Counseling Psychologist (cis) works in conjunction with the VRS and the veteran

in the development of the IWRP plan. Similarity the VRS works in conjunction with

the CP and the veteran in implementing the IWRP and in facilitating the veteran's

progress through the program outlined in the plan. The CP is primarily

responsible for determining eligibility and entitlement because the CP has had

professional training to conduct comprehensive' evaluation of the veteran's

situation. Thus the CP identifies thoGe medical. psychological, social and

other factors contributing to the 4eteran's employment handicap and the specific

. rehabilitation services which will'best address identified needs.

The VRS, in his or her direct consultation with'the CP, assists with developing

the terms of the'plan with the veteran. The VRS is usually of major assistance

in identifying appropriate service providers, evaluation criteria and procedures,

and a schedule for conducting the evaluation. All of this information is

recorded on the IWRP, and subsequently used by the VRS and the'CP in assisting

the veteran through the program. The VRS is primarily responsible for

periodically reviewing the veteran's progress, as outlined in the plan, and

confirming the veteran's ability to carry out the plan. At least annually, the

VRS and the veteran review all the provisions of the plan and the veteran's

progress in the prograM. On the basis of these reviews, thC VRS has the

responsibility for determining whether the plan should be redeveloped, amended

or retained in its current form. If a minor adjustment to the plan is warranted,

the VkS may make such adjustments. If major changes in the plan are indicated,

such as a complete change in the vocational objective, the case is referred to

the counseling psychologist and the collaborative efforts of the counseling.
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psychologist, VRS, and veteran again take place to redeelop the IWRP.

When the IWRP specifies training, and the needed training is completed, the

VRS has the primary responsibility to develop with the veteran and with con-

sultation of the counseling psychologist, the Individualized Employment Assistance

Plan. The VRS. is Eivsn'primary responsibility for development because of his or

her expertise in identifying employment search skills needed by an individual

veteran and'his or her continued contact with the employment market. The VRS

follows the veteran's progress while receiving employment assistance and assures

that required services are delivered. Only when the veteran achieves' and main-

tains emptoyment for a period of at least 60 days does the VRS place the case in

a rehabilitated status.

17. To what extent is tutorial. assistance Utilized by chapter 31 trainees?
How many are currently being provided tutorial assistance? How ldng is the
average period for which tutorial assistance is allowed?

TUtoring under chapter 31 is provided when there is need for special
. .

instructional assistance beyond that given to other students pursuing the sane

or comparable courses. The Vocational Rehabilitation Specialist (OS),assigned as

case manager for the veteran's rehabilitation program, would determine the need

for such assistance, usually following consultation with appropriate school staff.

A standard of one hour of tutorial assistance for each credit hour is used as

a general guideline. The number of hours of tutorial assistance required would

also be determined by the VHS in consultation with appropriate school staff.

As of July 1, 1983, there were 547 veterans receiving tutorial assistance under

chapter 31. These veterans had been provided, with an average of 3 months of such

assistance. Because tutoring needs are determined on a case -by -case basis,

there is considerable variability in the duration of tutoring provided to

individual veterans and a specific national is not available.
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18. Does the Vocational Rehabilitation and Counseling Service utilize the State
Approving Agencies in determining which educational facilities are used for
Chapter 31 trainees? Does the VR&C.Service accept SAA approvals of institutions
of higher learning, or does .the Veterans Administration make its on determination
as to the facilities to be used in each Individual case?

VR&C.Staff have specific responsibility for all course approval determinations

for chapter 31 program participants. In preparing chapter 3j, approvals, however,

every effort is made to utilize the information which Jp for course

approvals for tysinees under chapters 32, 34 and 35. CUfiAt:.1,, approve all

institutions of higher learning as well as all non-college de nee facilities

whenever courses in those facilities are being pursued by trainees under chapters

32, 34 and 35. In general, and particularly for institutions of higher learning,

if an SAA has approved a course, the information in the SAA determination is

sufficient for chapter 31 course approval subject to a specific review:of the

disabled veteran's individual situation. Duplication of SAA effort by the VA_
. I

is avoided since the staff can rely on the completeness and'accuracy of the

information contained in SAA course approval determinations.

An SAA will not make a course approval determination, however, if only chapter 31

trainees will participate in the course: Consequently, in these instances; the

VR&C will independently develop the necessary information to make the approval

determination.
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19. With regard' to loans for Chapter 31 trainees, have sufficient funds been
made available to maintain your revolving fund for this purpose? How many

loauL were made to Chapter 31 trainees during the previous fiscal year? Have

the number of loans increased since the passage of Public Law 96-466?

The purpose of the revolving fund loan program is to provide advances to disabled

veterans under chapter 31 who need the funds tobegin or continue in a rehabili-

tation program. The interest-free loans are recouped by the VA at a minimum rate

of 10% a month. The revolving fund is assured of sufficient funding through

prudent management. Field staff are instructed to conduct a careful evaluation

of.the veteran's need for a loan, the amount of the loan, documentation of the

findings of the evaluation, and a plan far repayment. The number of loans'

has increased since PL 96-466 was enacted. During FY 81, the number of loans

averaged 422 per month. This increased to 462 per month in FY 82 and 542

through June 1983.

20. Inquiries made to the General Accounting Office (GAO) have indicated that
in many cases VA staff did not make required follow-up contacts to insure that
veterans who had completed Chapter 31 training.were satisfactorily employed.

What percentage of cases are not properly contacted? Why are these veterans

not contacted? What can be done to improve this situation?

VR&C policy is to provide employment assistance and follow-up contact for all

veterans completing training under chapter 31. Each VAS responsible for a

veteran receiving employment assistance makes periodic visits to assure that

appropriate services are being delivered and sufficient progress towardi employ-

ment is being made. The VR&C Officer uses the management tools of statistical

quality review of casework and systematic analysis of operations to assure that

veterans receiving employment assistance are followed as needed.

In visits made by Central Office staff to examine field operations we have learned

that in.some offices deficiencies exist in the provision of employment assistance

and follow-up. Our recommendations in such circumstances generally require

staff development training and a shifting of priorities to assure quality and

timely employment assistance follow-up.
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o. VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION,
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL,

'Washington, D.C., August 11, 1983.'
Hon. MARVIN LEATH,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education, Training and Employment,
Committee on Veterans' Affairs, House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

MAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In reply to your letter of July 14; 1983, to Dr. Stephen' L.
Lemons, we are pleased to transmit responses to the questions you raised concern-
ing our vocational rehabilitation program.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure.

ROBERT E. COY,
Deputy General Counsel.

JOHN P. MURPHY,
General Counsel.

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEATH TO DR. LEMONS

(1) Is it correct that an employed veteran is ineligible for the Vocational Rehabili-
tation Program? If so, how many are denied acceptance because they are employed?
What is your reaction to the recommendation that an "underemployed" veteran
should be eligible forvocational rehabilitation?

The statement that "an employed veteran is ineligible for the vocational rehabili-
tation program" is incorrect. The determination of entitlement to comprehensive re-
habilitation services,' including training is based upon a, finding of employment
handicap. Employment handicap means an impairment of'the veteran's ability to
prepare for, obtain and retain employment consistent with such veteran's abilities,
aptitudes, and interests. Since enactment of Public Law 96-466 we have had much
discussion of 'criteria for entitlement to vocational rehabilitation under new provi-
sions of the law. Instructions have been prepared to carry out the congressional
intent that this determination be based upon the effects of the veteran's service-con-
nected disability when considered in relation to other pertinent factors.

In order to establish that an employment handicap exists, it must be shown that
the veteran's ability to prepare for obtain or maintain employment consistent with
the veteran's abilities, aptitudes and interests is impaired, and the veteran's service-
connected disability when considered in relation to other pertinent factors material-
ly contributes to the impairment. Therefore determining if employment handicap
exists in any case including employed veteran, or veterans who may perceive them-
selves as underemployed must be considered in relation to these general criteria for
a finding of employment handicap.

The determination of employment handicap-must be based on individual factors
in each veteran's situation, and general criteria which are applicable in all cases.
The recommendation that an underemployed veteran be found eligible forVocation-
al rehabilitation without consideration of the effects of the veteran's disability or
other factors relating to employment adjustment would be inconsistent with the cur-
rent approach and would limit our ability to assure that veterans provided chapter
31 services and assistance were in need of such services to overcome limitations re-
sulting from service-connected disabilities.

(2) What is your reaction to -the criticism of the Military Order of the Purple
Heart that there is a disparity between the Veterans Administration field station
and your vocational rehabilitation and .counseling services as to what constitutes
"suitable employment"?

We do not know of any serious disparity between VR&C staff at Central Office
and field 'station staff as to what constitutes suitable employment. The concept of
suitable employment is inherent in the definition of the purpoge of the program.
This was transmitted in the initial instructions dealing with program changes stem-
ming from enactment of Pubic Law 96-466 and has been replicated in all subse-
quent instructions and related training.

We have recently attempted to clarify the relationship between the achievement
of an educational objective. which is a part of the veteran's overall plan and the
achievement of suitable employment. The point which was clarified was the need to
evaluate whether there was still a functional relationship between the intermediate
educational objective and the long-range employment goal of the plan, i.e., whether
achievement of the educational objective was still necessary to achieve the veteran's
employment goal. For example, a veteran may secure full-time or substantially full-
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time employment and maintain such employment in the occupational group estab-
lished in the plan, prior to the completion of training, with wages an&benefitsof a
trained worker in the field. If employment has been secured contingent upon com-
pletion of training specified in the plan, the plan should be adjusted so as to allow
for the completion of training. If there are no such conditions or other contingencies
attached to the veteran's employment, the veteran may reasonable be determined to
have accomplished the goal of the plan. Such determinations are only made on the
basis of a comprehensive review of the veteran's situation, in which the veteran's
participation is required.

(3) In its testimony, the DAV indicates that the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is being
under-utilized because the program has been poorly marketed and has suffered from
a lack of public information and outreach. Do your feel that the VA can take any
action to more effectively alert employers to the advantages of hiring disabled veter- .
ans under the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program?

Under the VA-DOL agreement the ETA (Employment and Training Administra-
tion) has been designated by the Secretary of Labor as responsible for having overall
authority over the certification and marketing of the Targeted Jobs: Tax Credit
(TJTC). SESA's (State Employment Security Agencies), as the designated local agen-
cies, are responsible for determining target group eligibility and marketing of the
tax credit at the State and local levels.

The VA assists in the public infitirmation aspects of the TJTC program by distrib-
uting ETA materials and/or devehiping VA materials with ETA assistance. VARO's
are assisting, in the preliminary determination of eligibility by, vouchering disabled
veterans who are completing or have completed a vocational rehabilitation program
under chapter 31. In all eases, the verification of eligibility (certification) will be
.done by the SESA. r

In order to evaluate the utilization of TJTC by Ch 31 staff, an analysis of informa-
tion provided by field stations was undertaken arid-recently completed. The analysis
indicates wide variability in usage and outcomes. We are eXploring the reasons for
this variability and taking such steps as are indicated in each specific location to
use this important tool in the most effective manner.

(4) In information you supplied, you state that almost 3,000 veterans who complet-
d training since April 1, 1981, have not been placed in jobs. At what point does the
eterans Administration feel that its responsibility to provide job assistance to
hapter 31 trainees has been fulfilled?
We believe that the employment assistance responsibility has been fulfilled when:
(a) The veteran is employed and adjusted in employment;
(b) The services provided during the period of employment assistance place the

veteran in a good position to secure employment, and adequate arrangements have
been made to assure continuity of the, employment effort following expiration of the
18-month or-longer period provided by the VA; or

(c) The veteran withdraws from the labor market for a valid reason, or no longer
cooperates in the employment assistance process.

As noted in our testimony those veterans who have not yet been placed are gener-
ally within their authorized periods of assistance, and-we expect successful outcomes
in most cases. The period of 18 months or more in certain cases appears to be a
sufficient period for VA and other cooperating agencies to assist the veteran to
achieve placement and adjustment in suitable employment.

(5) In response to a question regarding assistance provided veterans who wanted
to become self - employed, you stated that with assistance from vocational rehabilita-
tion and counseling staff, 350 veterans applied for Small Business Administration
loans from April 1, 1981 to June 30, 1983. Of, these, only 6 received loans through
the SBA. Why were so few veterans granted these loans? Do vetelhns actually re-
ceive preference over other applicants? Does the veteran receive the edge over appli-
cants because the individual is a veteran, or is it just coincidental that the individu-
al is a veteran? .

Information from our field offices indicates more SBA, loans are not approved for
our veteran applicants because: .

(a) Few meet the rather stringent requirements established for promising business
ventures (credit rating, some substantial resources of cash or equity to invest, record
of stable, employment, promising management background, etc.);

(b) SBA seems to be concerned -largely with loans of larger amounts ($100,000 or ..
higher) and not interested in the smaller loans generally needed by most of our dis-
abled veterans attempting to set themselves up in self - employment.

Since the overwhelming preponderance of responsibility is on fiscal viability of
any roan (be it veteran or nonveteran), veteran applicants, even when given any
preference in the loan consideration and approval process, fare only somewhat
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better than nonveterans. Only a small percent of total applicants, veterans and non-
veterans, are approved for SBA' loans. The overall percentage of dollars loaned to
veterans for fiscal year 1983 is running about 25 percent of the total dollar value of
all SBA loans compared to 16 percent for fiscal year 1982. We are advised by SBA
staff that $25 million has been set aside for Vietnam era and disabled veterans who
are able to demonstrate reasonable repayment potential.

We are aware that the Administrator of SBA has taken a special interest in veter-
ans' small business loans and has taken significant steps to improve services to vet-
erans. We are hopeful that these steps will improve both assistance to veterans in-
terested in establishing their own business as well as the rate of approval of loan
applications.

(6) According to the statement from the Military Order of the Purple Heart, your
cooperative efforts with the Veterans Employment Service leave much to be desired,
and recommends that as a veteran nears completion of his training, a notice should
be sent to the Veterans Employment Service so that all job related services can be
immediately available when the.veteran completes his/her training.

This is not being done, it is stated. How do you carry out your cooperative efforts
with the Department of Labor?

Coordination between the Veterans Administration and, the Department of Labor
is governed by the recently completed national agreement between these agencies
and the subsequently developed statewide agreements. The major reason for revis-
ing the prior national agreement was to recognize and incorporate the changes re-
sulting from enactment of Public Law 96-466. Prior to enactment of Public Law 96-
466 the procedure followed was not dissimilar to that now suggested by the Military
Order of the Purple Heart, e.g., general referral of the veteran to the Employment
Service upon completion of training. Evaluation Of this procedure was in part re-
sponsible for the change in the law under which the VA was assigned significant
responsibility for employment planning and assistance. The major Techanism for
the delivery of these services is the IEAP (Individualized Employm nt Assistance
Plan). The purpose of the IEAP is to identify those employment and related services
which are necessary in the individual case. Recognition and agreement as to VA
responsibility for preparing an individualized employment plan is incorporated in
the VA-DOL agreement. Thiti systematic planned approach to identification, coordi-
nation, and provision of employment services by both agencies is in sharp contrast
to the approach which was in effect prior to enactment of Public Law p6-466.

There is always room for improvement in coordination of services, and we are
working with Department of Labor in making such improvements. We believe that
the current approach represents sounder rehabilitation than was in effect prior to
enactment of Public Law 96-466, and should be allowed to develop its full potential.

(7) As I indicated in my opening statement, over 500,000 Vietnam era veterans are
in receipt of disability, compensation from the VA, and over 300,000 of these veter-
ans were wounded in combat, for which they received a Purple Heart.

With only a small number of Vietnam era veterans having received vocational
rehabilitation, is it your opinion that a large number of these disabled veterans
were unable to qualify for Chapter 31, or did they elect.to take G.I. Bill training
'because of its higher rates?

Service-disabled veterans have historically made extensive use of educational
benefits for which they were eligible under the various GI Bills. There'are a number
of reasons why many service-disabled veterans decided to utilize the DI bill for the
whole or a part of their education and training.c This includes their ineligibility for
the vocational rehabilitation program, a desire to pursue training at a lesser rate
than that permitted under the vocational rehabilitation program, a desire to pursue
a certain type of training (e.g., correspondence), and lack of awareness of special vo-
cational rehabilitation programs. There was, however, one factor affecting chapter
31 participation which was unique to chapter 31 participation during the Vietnam
era. Under the World War...li and Korean conflict programs there were uniform
eligibility criteria for veterans rated 10 percent or more. Under Public Law 87-815,
enacted October 15, 1962, there were essentially different criteria for Vietnam era
veterans with disability ratings of less than 30 percent, and those with disability
ratings 30 percent or more. A veteran with a disability rating of less than 30 per-
cent had to be determined to have a pronounced employment handi ap, a criteria
which few could meet. Therefore, for all practical purposes, the GI billl was the only
source of assistance at that time for such veterans. Since over half o , Vietnam era
veterans in receipt of disability compensation had disability ratings of less than 30
percent, this became a significant factor in the utilization of chapter 31 during this
period. Public Law 93-508 eliminated the pronounced employment handicap require-
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mont, and placed the determination of eligibility for these veterans on the same
basis as for veterans with disability ratings of 30 peNnt or more. Utilization of

quipter 31 benefits by veterans rated 10 percent and 20 Percent increased dramati-
cally.

(8) One of the statistics, which we hear about over and over again, is the large

number of service-connected disabled veterans who are unemployed. You will recall
that in previous Congresses, the Disabled Veterans Outreach Program (DVOP), was
established to which you have referred in your statement. Most.of the DVOP Spe-
cialists are disabled veterans and, from all reports, do an excellent job in reaching
and helping_ disabled veterans receive employment assistance. Notwithstanding,
however, there, are still many, service-connected veterans who are not employed and
apparentlY have never taken vocational rehabilitation, and probably have never
taken G.I. Bill training.

Do you believe a large percentage of the service-connected veterans seeking em-
ployment have never used their G.I. Bill, or if they have, is it reasonable to assume
that the veteran was not trained in an appropriate employment objective?

Under the VA outreach activities every effort is made to insure that all veterans,
especially those who have been recently discharged or released from active duty and

those eligible for readjustment or other benefits and service, are provided timely
and appropriate assistance to aid and encourage them in applying for mid obtaining
benefits. To insure satisfactory adjustment in employment for service-connected dis-
abled veterans, outreach activities specific to the vocational rehabilitation program
have been developed.

In October 1982, a special outreach effort was initiated to assure that every Viet-
nam era veteran potentially eligible for chapter 31 was informed about the VA's
rehabilitation program and was provided with sufficient information to make an in-
formed decision whether to apply. VR&C field personnel were provided with a list of

over 526,000 names of veterans potentially eligible for vocational-rehabilitation. Of

the 194,000 on the list who had used neither chapter 34 nor chapter 31 entitlement,
those rated 50 percent or more disabled were initially provided with motivational

contacts.
To date, approximately seven percent of those veterans contacted have responded

with applications for vocational rehabilitation.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP R. MAYO, SPECIAL ASSISTANT, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE SERVICE,
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED STATES.

On behalf of our 1.96 million members, I would like to thank you for the opportu-

nity to present our views regarding the implementation by the Veterans Adminis-
tration (VA) of the improved Vocational Rehabilitation Program established with
the enactment of Public Law 96-466, the Veterans'. Rehabilitation and Education,
Amendments of 1980.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the VA has administered a vocational rehabilitation
program for a number of years. The enactment of Public Law 96-466 considerably
updated and expanded that program in ways that considerahly enhance the VA's
ability to respond positively to the multitude of needs of 4issUed veterans. Briefly,
the law provides that services and assistance 'able service-connected
disable.1 veterans to achieve maximum indepencler.z_' ::1y living and, to the
maxi14: qm extent possible, to becone employable and Ind maintain suitable
employment be implemented through a number of rneog, tong these are: evalua-
tion (or reevaluation) of a verterans potential for );ehabil;,te ion; educational, voca-
tional, psychological, employment and personal adjustment counseling; a work-study

allowance; employment placement services; peradnal and work adjustment training;
various training services and assistance, including tuition, fees, books, supplies,
equipment and other training materials; interest-free loans; prosthetic applidances,
eyeglasses and other corrective and assistive devices; services to a veteran's family

to facilitate the veterans effective rehabilitation; services, supplies and equipment
for homebound training or self-employment; travel and incidental expenses for job
seeking; services necessary to enable a veteran to achieve maximum Independence
in daily living, and others.

Mr. Chairman, the personnel in the VA's Vocational Rehabilitation Program,
under the able guidance of Dr. Stephen L. Lemons, have sincerely sought to com-

pletely implement all aspects of this law. Dr. Lemons' demonstrated confidence in.

managing the program has been transmitted to those involved with it; he has re-
mained accessible to us; he has responded to all our concerns. It is imPortant,.in our
view, to remember, in evaluating the program at this time, that personnel involved
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in its implementation are learning as well as implementing it. We have found VA
personnel extremely competent in the counseling and psychological aspects of the
program; but thv entrusting of the multiplicitkpf employment-related aspects of the
program to them, as was accomplished with the\ passage of Public Law 96-466, does
not mean they automatically have the knowledge to successfully accomplish them..
As a result, we believe there is a need for greater in-service training for staff.
Economies in government have not enabled the VA to adequately pi-opiate staff de-
velopment, and this has had an adverse effect on program success. In addition, the
VA and the Department of Labor (DOL) have concluded an interagency agreement
to accommodate the purposes of this program, and \ we recommend, particularly
during this time of economic resurgence, closer coordination between the VA and
the Disabled Veterans Outreach Program with respect to job placement efforts.

Mr. Chairman, emergency job training measures currently under consideration by
the Veterans Affairs Committees, once, enacted, will provide an important adjunct
to the VA and DOL in their efforts to successfully impleMent the employment as-
pects of this program. Enactment of such a measure will addat least one very im-
portant ingredient to this program: a tangible incentive for employers to hire dis--
abled veterans. We urge the application of yt..,r influence so that this legislation
finds its way to the President's desk in timbly fashion.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, much has been dome to successfully implement the
provisions of Public Law 96-466. Much remains to be done. We view the revitaliza-
tion of the. Vocational Rehabilitation Program as a notable example of legislative
wisdom and foresight, and; accordingly, we express our sincere gratitude to you, this
Subcommittee and the Congress for its enactment and the VA 'for its sincerity in
effectively seeking to implement it.

e+TrfIVP;I;M;
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STATEMENT OF
RONALD W. DRACH

NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT DIRECTOR'
. DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS

BEFORE THE
SDI:COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT

OF THE
HOUSE VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

JULY 14, 1903

MR. CHM-OMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

On behalf of the more than 750,000 members of the Disabled

American Veterans I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for

providing us this opportunity to appearibefore you and present our

views on the VA's Vocational Rehabilitation - Program. as it relates to

)

to employment..

The DAV is grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of

this Subcommittee for holding -these hearings. This obviously

reflects the sincere ongoing interest and concern of the Sub

committee In your efforts to review and assess the various

employment programs and their impact on this nation's disabled

veteran population.

As we know, Mr. Chairman, no one can accurately quantify :Ale

unemployment rate amond disabled veterans since little data are

available on this group. There have been studies, reports and

estimates on unemployment and we believe the results reflect, even

in the best of times, a totally unacceptable rate of unemployment

among our nation's diSabled veterans.

/
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As you know, Mr. Chairman, the DAV was fOunded on the prin-

cipleciple that this nation's first and foremost duty:to veterans is

the rehabilitation and caring for its wartime disabled. Our mem

bership composed of honorabl; ascharged veterans:, who were

disabled_during military service to our country, has continually

supported adequate vocational rehabilitation training. We have

long believed that this type of training is necessary to assure

the disabled veteran an easy transition to civilian life.

-However, in viewing the programs over the years we came to realif,',a

that many of these disabled veterans, in spite of vocational reha-

bilitation training, were not employed in occupations for which

rehabilitation training was provided.

This program, as we know it today, was originally established

by Public Law 78-16 shortly. after World War II. in its initial

stages it always had as a goal the restoration of employability.

Mr. Chairman, the DAV as well as others believe that goal is

insufficient. Rather, actual employment should be the major

objective.

In October of 1978, the Veterans Administration submittedto

Congress a study of the provisions of the vocational rehabilita-

tion i,rogram. At that time, a shift in objectives WAS realized.

One of the recommendations (which the DAV fully suwarts) high-

lighted in that report was "To focus the program On the ultimate,

6D



goal of vocational rehabilitation,
namely, employment of the han7,

-dicapped-veteran."

Mr. Chairman, if there has been any one aspect lacking in

this overall successful VA program it has been the failure on the

part of the federal government to ensure that those disabled

veterans who successfully complete a program of rehabilitation

were actually placed in employment for which they have been

trained, and perhaps as important, maintained in that employment.

Mr. Chairman, in view of the numerous programs and initiatives

over the years, you have to wonder why disabled veterans, espe-

cially those, who obtain the type of vocational training we are

talking about, would continue to have severe unemployment

problems. We believe that several factors are for consideratiok

in trying to address this issue.

Following are some of the programs and legislative initia-

tives with identified deficiencies.\ We have also attempted to/

.identify some general problem areas.
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1%);,;RAMS

10, Help Through Industry Retnining and \

Employment (HIRE) which 4o!.M an Administra-

tion initiative. under Prosii:,21.1; Carter.

While this program was to benefit disabled

and Vietnam era veterans, the emphasis

was on disabled veterans,

11, Disabled Veterans Outreach Program (DVOP)

Perhaps the most Successful of all past

and existing programs for disabled veterans'

employment.

12. Special emphasis for disabled veterans

under the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act (CETA),

13, Employer tax credits under the

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC)
/

Program for private employers who hire

disabled veterans who have completed/a

program of vocational rehabilitation

through the VA,

DEFICIENCIES

/10, Poorly designed'and implemented by

the Department of Labor, Certain,

disadvantaged youth were eligible.

11. V9 until recently very little

4uontability,

12, Lost its r;oc'il emphasis at,, the

local level,

13. Poorly marketed and 1164 suffered enm

a lack 'of public information

outreach.
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PROBLEMS

eqonony -aril the increased civilian .work force
rl.),,ted in significant competition by many groups

limited number, of jobs.

,f.:wialoyerattitudes and biases against disabled people.

Employer attitudes and biases toward Vietnam era
veterans which in the case of disabled Vietnam era
veterans was compounded by the overt and covert
discrimination against disabled people.

Inclusion of other groups 1p special veteran programs,
Lek., certain economically disadvantaged youths were
eligible to participate'in the HIRE Program.

Poor design and implementation of programs.

Lack of effective enforcement of programs.

Lack of coordination and cooperation between various
federal; state and local agencies.

Ineffective public information and outreach.

Uninformed veterans. Paucity of knowledge at the
local level on the part of federal, state and lodal
officials.

Complacency on the part of too many government officials
in utilizing existing authority within the Federal Civil
Service system.

Mr. Chairman, these problems are not insurmountable. However,
. st

it is going to take a strong commitment from our nation's leaders,

specifically the Administrator of Veterans Affairs, the Director

of the Office of Personnel Management and the Secretary of Labor

73
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and their` subordinates charged with the responsibility of carrying

out the numerous identified programs. It is also going to take

the commitment of'local officials, including governors, maybrs and

piogram administrators at the local level. It is not enough to

issue "memorandums of understanding" or other policy statements of

support without the full backing and accountability to assure they

'are carried out.

Mr. Chairman, when we appeared before this Committee on

Mai-Ch 31, 1981 we discusSed several of the problems in the voca-

tional rehabilitation program. At that time we quoted Section

21.290 of 38 Code of Federal Regulations which in part stated The

primary responsibility of the Veterans Administration in its voca-

tional rehabilitation program is to restore employability....The

best proof that employability has been restored is a showing that

the veteran actually has been placed in suitable employment."

That same regulation and language appears in the latest issue of

CFR'38 revised as of July 1, 1982. This regulation further delin-

eates specific steps the VA will take to assist disabled veterans

in obtaining suitable employment.

Additionally, Public Law 9Z-466, the "Veterans Rehabilitation

and Education Amendments of 1980," made numerous Changes to the
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vocational ruhabilitation program. Section 1517 of Title 38,

titled, Employment Assistance, requires in part the "utilization of

the services of Disabled Veterans Outreach Program Specialists

under Section 2003A of this title...." With that mandate in mind,

. Mr. Chairman, the DAV conducted a very informal survey of several

State and Assistant State Directors for Veterans Employment\within

the Department of Labor. We asked these individuals to report

back to us on the-efforts of the Veterans Administration to con -.

tact appropriate Department of Labor or State Employment Security

Division officials to assure the adequate utilization of DVOP

staff. In reply we received numerous and varying reports.

From one large industrial city we learned that a DVOP staff

person was assigned full-time to work at the VA Regional Office

with the Vocational Rehabilitation and Veterans Assistance staffs.

It was also reported that this system was workingly ade-

quately 1;t that' was high competition for a very liHted number

of jobs. The Assistant State Director for Veterans Employment

(ASDVE) suggesi.:ed that additional financial incentives be pro-

vided to employers. This comment invoked a question as to the

use of existing financial incentives such as Targeted Jobs Tax

Credits (TJTC), tax credits for the removal of architectural

barriers, and perhaps more importantly the provision which allow's

the -Administrator to make payments to employers for providing on-

the-job training to veterans who have been rehabilitated, under
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chapter 31. The response was that none of these authorities are

used very effectively in this particular geographic area. It is

also our understanding that the latter has noc been used at all.

In response from another large industrial city, we learned

from an ASDVE that a DVOP staff person was assigned to the United

States.VeteranS Assistance Center (DSVAC) in a4rCximately 1978.

That individual has remained there for almost five years and

nothing much has changed relative to the use of that individual

with the vocational rehabilitation staff. According to.the ASDVE

everything was "status quo" and no new initiatives had been

undertaken.

From the southeastern portion of the United States-we learned

that Veterans Administration officials do use DVOP and LVER staff

very effectively. While there, is,not an individual permanently

assigned to the vocational rehabilitation staff or USVAC, the par-

ticular regional office has shown an approximate 60% to 65% place-

rate of all
.

vocational rehabilitation participants. one

recommendatiol, from the State Director Of Veterans Employment

(soVE) was the establishment of a statewide vocational rehabili-

tation committee to assure the utilization of all

existing resources,
63
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Also from the southeast we learned the following. Some of the

vocational rehabilitation participant referrals to the local job

service were said not to be ready for, work. This certainly raises

questions about the efficacy of even "restoring employability."

On the other hand, some of the vocational rehabilitation referrals

complain that the local job service does not do enough for them.

Another potential problem area is that generally the veterans

are referred to tha job service with a letter of introduction as

opposed to a personal appointment or referral.

In at least one instance the veteran alleged that the Vk

insisted he pursue a particular degree program which the veteran

did not have any .interest in and accordingly did not want to pur-

sue that course of study.

On a more positive, note, it was reported that the VA voca'--

tional rehabilitation staff worked very closely with DVOP and LVER

staff. In view of some of the early "problems" this last state-

ment seems to be contradictory.

Also every vocational rehabilitation "graduate" is automati-

cally certified eligible for the Targeted Job Tax Credit (TJTC)

which is, in our opinion, a very positive policy.

From an Assistant State Director in a regional office area on

the West Coast we found the following. The state job service and
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the Veterans Administration signed a "memorandum of agreement"

regarding joint cooperation in the areas of vocational

rehabilitation, training and education, counseling, placement and

follow-up for veterans. The agreement delineates an.action

:program and identifies personnel in the respective agencies

expected to be responsible to these veterans in order to maximize

the services.
-

This agreement includes the outstationing of at least one DVOP

shaft person in each of the regional offices. The DVOP staff per-

son works closely with the rehabilitation client referred from

the regional office or.the medical center. As necessary, the

individual is referred to local office DVOP for more indivi-

dualized services. The vocational rehabilitation clients have

been identified as a source of applicwits for all job service

offices throughout the state. The following deficiencies were

identified.

1. It takes approximately three to four
months for a veteran to obtain a'
counseling appointment under vocational
rehabilitation. As a result many
veterans dp not apply.

2. Chapter 31 participants are not referred
to SBA "because there is nothing for them
through that agency."

3. Approximately 20 to 30% of the veterans
applying for Chapter 31-are ineligible.
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Mr. Chairman, admittedly this does not give us a total

geographic cross section of the program but, I would like to

publicly thank those State and Assistant State Directors who

cooperated in this effort. I believe they have provided enormous

insight for those of 'us in Washington who need to make recommended

3

changes to assure the success of the vocational rehabilitation

program.

Mr. Chairman, we believe evidence exists that the general

public supports an effective and efficient vocational rehabilita-

tion program for disabled veterans. As we know in duly of 1980

the Veterans Administration released a survey conducted by Louis

Harris and Associates, Inc. titled, Mytelkand Realities: A Study

of Attitudes Toward Vietnam Era. Veterans. Part of that study

U
reveals the following (see pages 214-258):

1. A two-thirdg majority of the public feels
that the.federal government should do more
to help the VEV (Vietnam era veteran) this
support never all below 50% in any
identifiable subgroup of the general public;

2. Support ranges from nearly 100% for disability
programs....The degree of support is highest
for those programs that are most directly
related to problems which the public views as
service-connected;

3. It is notevorthy in an era of public service
cut-backs and budget retrenchments that almost
no one in the public (1%), or among the employer.
(4%) or educator (1%) sampled feels that the
federal.government should do less to help the
Vietnam era veterans;

4. The degree of program support tendS'''to be
greatest for those that deal directly with
the service-connected problems of veterans --
for instance, the vocational rehabilitation-
of disabled veterans; (emphasis added)

5. The most favored [VA) programs are financial
.support for disabled wfterans (98%) and
vocational rehabilitation of disabled veterans.
(98%);.(emphasis added).

Mr. Chairman, again would like to thank you and membe,rs of

this Subcommittee for your interest in this most important

subject. This concludes my. formal statement and I would be happy

to answer any questions.
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.
STATEN :ENE OF MIME WELKERSCN, GRIEF OF CLARIS SERVICE

NATIONAL VETERANS AFFAIRS AND REHABILITATION opmissim f.

THE AMERICAN LEGION
TO zit; SUBCCMPTITTEE CN EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPIFMENT,,i

CCVNITTEE CN VETERANS AFFAIRS
HOUSE OF REPRESENUNTiVES

JULY 14,'.1983

Chairman and Members of the Suboannittee:

The American Legion appreciates this opportunity to present its views on the

current status of vocational rehabilitation provided service-connected disabled

veterans under Chapter 31 of title 38, United States Code. We cannend the

Subcommittee for this review of the progress of the Veterans Administration in

irkelementing the provisions of PubliC\ Law 96-40, 'Veterans Rehabilitation and

Education Amemblents of 1980".

As the vocational rehabilitation program had eYcayed over the preceeding four

decades, the Veterans Aaministration's efforts had been primarily focused on the

restoration of employability through educational and vocational training. However,

one of the shortoanings of the - program, as it existed prior to the enactment of

this law, was that the individual veteran was left more or less on his or her own

in finding suitable employment upon campletion of the program of education or

1.:ain,iog. The Veterans Administration did not have the responsibility for directly

assisting' the veteran in bridging the gap between retraining and actual reentrance

into the working world.

Congress; in recognition of a need fora thorough review of the effectiveness

and direction, of the agency's vocational rehabilitation
efforts, mandated a study

of the program under. Public Law 95-202. .The findings of the study clearly high-

lighted the many inadequacies and shortcanings of the program as it was structured

at that time. The recommendations of the study were adopted by the President in

his message to Congress on October 19, 1978/ -on the status of the Vietnam Era veteran.

Congress then undertook development and passage
of'legislation to accanplish a com-

prehensive'revision.and modernization of the vocational rehabilitation program.

'Public Law 96-466 was signed intolaw'by the President on October 17, 1980. The

American Legion supported this legislation and welcomed its enactment as a demon-

8 0
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strmti,:tt Gt c,mtloultml Lmnitment of the Federal Government to provide for and

assist service4o=n7-tee disab veterans in overcoming their handicaps, regaining

their Flat,' in the market improving their lives. The American Legion

behove% that for the Most part, the eterans Administration's vocational rehabili-

t-tion program 1.'3 been steadily improv'ng over the past 21/2 years. Since the

establishment of the Vocational Rehabili tion and Counseling Service, the assigned

m....ssion of the program has been sigificanti broadened. The goal of rehabilitation

is no longer just limited to regaining empl ability, but a wide variety of rehab-

ilitative services should be made available fully prepare the individual to

return to 'the labor market and then to directly assist in obtaining'and maintaining

suitable employment. -Veterans now have additio time after discharge to take

advantage of'this type of program, up to 12 years The individual rehabilitation

program, normally limited to 48 months,.may be authorized for a langer'pericdif a

veteran has a serious employment handicap. A writt rn rehabilitation plan developed

jointly with the Rehbilitation and Counseling staff\and the veteran,is now utilized

in planning the overall gcul'for each individual. In additi. , follOwing evaluation

to deteMmine the need for vocational rehabilitation, if it is not determined that

such a pluyLam is feasible, the veteran can enter into extended/evaluation program .

and receive pretraining services. Through this extend period off evaluation, it can

be dete5mined if it is possible for the veteran to ev tually enter a vocational

'training program, or if the veteran would benefit a program ,of rehabilitation

to achieve maximum independence in daily living. or those who are determined to be

infeasible fora regular vocational rehabilitation program, a pilot program of inde-
,

pendent living services and assistance was authorized for the pericd oeFis.al Yeas

1982-1985.

As a result of.Public Law 96-466, the agency has made i reased efforts to

promote education and training. Cooperative programs have b..n established with the

Department of Labor, the Office of Personnel Management, oth placement services and7.

its own Career Development Centers and direct placement spec &lists: Publicity
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efforts to acquaint the ()meml pultl le and dishblcx1 veterans in particular, together

with the business eareatnity as to the benefice and services. available under the

new law have been effective, in our view. The primary outreach effort has been

directed todan1 those veterans who receive an initial disability rating, or an

increased evaluation,Of their service-connected disabilities, advising then of

their potential eligibillty_and how to :apply,

. Z1u oaccess of the outreach effort is reflected in7reasing numbers of

veterans counseled and ia particular, the increased veterans inducted

into the vocational rehabilitation program, It is interesting to note that in

risc.:al Year 1980, approxiMitely 28,000 veterans were in training eerier Chapter

31. For the preCeeding several.Years, the number of veterans in the program had

toen steadily declining. In Fiscal Year 1981, the number of participants had

to !roascd to 29,BR In incol Year 1982, there were 31,800 with. expectations ,of

at least/al,000 in traitng in Fiscal Year 1983.

on'e of the most direct measurements of thc success of the vocational

relialiilation program is

em4oS,ment. '.exorlding to

eterans nat.., been placed.

the minter of .veterans actually placed in suitable,

the Veterans Administration, since April 1981, 7,867
0 .1,

The general unemployment rate fO'r veterans has

remained at fairly high levels for the past several years. We believe the trend

of increased interest and participation in vocational rehabilitation training

demonstrates that disabled veterans are severely affected by the contin4r

economic recession. We believe it also demonstrates the inte>. of---this law,/ that

the VA adopt a liberal approach to the evaluation of the rehabilitation needs of

the disabled veteran.
Our experience, as well as that of our Department Service Officers, in

. assisting the veterans in vocational rehabilitation claims has been that we have

not received a large miner of carplaints, We believe this speaks well for the

level of service being provided by Vocational Rehabilitation and Counseling staff
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to the veterans and their accredited representatives.

There are several areas of ooncern, however, which we would like to briefly

cement upon at this time. We believe that ass in authorizing the very

needed overhaul of the voCational r ilitation p_oyim , intended that

emphasis should be placed on quality-rehabilitation and not cost considerations.

Accountability and budget constraints are necessary and essential.elements to the

effective operation and management of any such program. However, the primary goal

of the expanded rehabilitation program isto-enhancetheemployability of the

disabled veteran and then to assist in obtaining and maintaining suitable employment

"consistent with the individual's inte-ests, aptitude and skills." Therefore,

The American Legion is concerned that the determinations as tr,., the need for

vocational rehabilitation should not be unnecessarily restrictive. It is important

in our estimation, that the veteran receive the benefit of the doubt in this

evaluation process if there is sCoerquestion as to the impact tl'=: :::':xvice-eannected

I

disability has upon the individual's current employment, or employability if
.

1

unemployed. In this regard, we have become concerned about the poSsible implica-

tions of certain recent policy directi%Le., TUM the Vocational Rehabilitation and

Counseling Service to its staff in the P.egional Offices. There appears to be

sane effort toward trying to restrict or cuL:tail the numbers of veterans being

accepted into the program. Likewise, a more restrictive interpretation is being

used in determining when a veteran is "rehabilitated" and thus terminated iron the

program.

In the process of the initial evaluation and counseling, all aspects of the

veteran's situation are to be taken into consideration- education, past work

experience including military service, training and skills; the disability and

the limitations to the individual's employment. If functional limitation is

determined, they can then be inducted into the rehabilitation program: :However,

if the veteran appears to be basically coping with the Serviced-oonnected disability

83
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and has a job, there is a stroni'posdibility that vocational rehabilitation will

be denied. Many veterans would benefit greatly from specializededucation or

training. Under such circunstances, we believe the need determination shallild

consider whether or not the veteran may be underemployed because of the service-7

connected disability. Although significant nvmhers of diF,.ablod veterans are

receiving vocational rehabilitation training, there are those whose econcmic

and vocational potential is restricted by virtue c such disability. The American

Legion is most concerned that the

of the economic Ladder.

We have a sinilar_concern_wi:

'TS not be coafined to the lowest rung

to policy which would. seek_ to_ terminate..

a veteran who is in training and who is employed. The law has always included

criteria for determining when an individual has been "rehabilitated ". However, we .

believe there is a disparity between the field stations and the Vocational

Rehabilitation and Counseling Service as to what constitutes "suitable employmen

as referred to in section 1500 of title 38, United State Code. There appears to be

a need for clarification of the
policy on this issue as it relates to the vocation-.

al goal!stated in the written rehabilitation program.

It raises a question as to what level an individual is to be rehabilitated.

Clearly, the disabled veteran is more subject to adverse economic conditions than

an able-bodied individual. On the one hand, once in the program veterans are

encouragei to get into the job market, but unless rehabilitated to the fullest degree

the program not, in our opinion, be fulfilling the oompassicmate goals set

forth in Public Law 96 -466.

One of the unique features of Public Law
96-466 was the provision of a pilot

program of independent living services and assistance for seriously disabled

veterans who are found to be infeasible for vocational rehabilitation training.

This group of disabled veterans have very special needs which have never been

adequately addressed in the Veterans Administration vocational rehabilitation

84
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/
4progreri. The Lau ,t-ilzed that for the period of Fiscal ears 1982-1985, up L., 500

veterans Per year :v..ilr'; enter this program. A report f' Congress on this 14 lam,/
iv:luding the acc:,4 iiments, cost effectiveness, and/recommendations is lo be

m'IP 6Y September. 30, 1983.

A.:cording to the Veteran:. Aoministration LTires to date, only 141 veterans/have been act:noted, with 125 currently in e program. Coordinated efforts to

,'"locate suitable
candidates are continuingwith the ccoperation ofthe Veterans

Administration Deparrment of medicine and Surged, health care facilities in the

private sector, as well as the veterans service onlanizations. we would

hope that as many veterans as possible can avail themselves of this unique pLV4Lam

and.uouid encourage the Veterans Adminsitration to increase the number of veterans

in this program prior to its termination in less than 18 months.

Mr. Chairman, again we appreciate this opportunity to offer comments on the

veterans Administration Vocational Rehabilitation Fzogram.

This oonclwips our statement.

85
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Statimunt of

Y41UR10E E. LOIR
Legislative Director

of the
MILITARY ORDER OF TIlE PURPLE HEART

Mr. Chairman and Memiers of the Subacinmittee:

The Military Order of the Purple Heart is pleased to be here today

to present our views on the subject of vocational rehabilitation.

With the enactment of P:L. 96-466 in October 1980, we expected to

see some inprovesient in the vocational rehabilitationjprogram contained

in Chapter 31, Title .38, U.S. Code. Generally speaking, we were not

disappointed.

One importah change in the program was that of providing-employment

assistance to'veterans as they complete a period of training. Prior to

this, the veteran was more or less cast out, and left to fend for himself.

Certainly, )ob assistance should do mucn to facilitate the move into gainfu:

employrunt, As a result of P.L. 96-466, several forms of- employment

assistance are deschbed in d8 USC 1517. The resources listed include all

of the job developcf;nt and placement services of the Veterans Administra-

tion, the Disabled Veteran Outreach Program, the State Employment Agencies,

the Office of'Personnel Management, COL's Veterans Employment and Training

Service, and those agencies included under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

In addition, the Small Business Administration is required to help in those

cases where the veteran has self - employment goals. Assistance may also be ,

provided to veterans who ucmplete a state program of vocational rehabilita-

tion. Our question today verysimply, haw well does it all work?

Recently, ae started contacting people who are with the aforementioned

agencies, who would he involved in providing these particular services. tie .

asked about the number of veterans served, and the type of service offerc43.

The replies were uniformly disappointing. ,/

One scrnewhat positive reply care from the Small Business Administration.

Recent, seminars were designed to help those starting out in self-employment..

We assume that individualized support efforts followed. We dO'not know how

many of these veterans completed a Chapter 31 program, or haw widely the

seminar information was diSsenUnated. Certainly the serniriars are helpful

and we hope to see them continue at regular int xvals.

SP
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A few of the agencies falling under the aegis of the Rehabilita-

tion Act of 1973, inform us that they do not single 'out the veteran'for

service. They do make effortS on behalf of all b:',eir clients. .For the

rost part, the efforts are designed for particular needs: age, exPerience,

etc, the veteran is not identified, it appears that services are

provided once an application is ,rile,

Cu: best information on the Office of Persobrel Management come

primarily from one region. Basically, it is business as usual. No assis-

tance is provided unless the veteran request. tt, or if a calplaint is

filed. There is limited contact with the VA Office.

The remaining agencies mentioned can be coven id oollectiVei". We

have not yet met anyone who is aware of any serv!..c.c.: for those veterans

VIlt field sto.with Chapter 31 training. A few 7-eabers of the f tell us

. that they contacted the VARO to offer assistance, but nc infonnution was

offered. To sum it all up, it appears that little. assistance, if any at

all, is being provided. How can this be remedied?

The VARO should inform the VETS as a veteran nears ccupletion of a

training program. Information should be provided as to the typof training

agencies for job development efforts, or for pOtentialjob openings.

can contact

It

and the degree of disability. The VETS in turn, appropriate

might be possibleto have a job waiting for the veteran when the training

canes to an end. The VETS does have the capabil Y to do this. With the

exception of the Orr/AT program, the VARO.has little to do with Potential

employers. For all practical purposes, the VA cannot furnish any job re_

flated services. They must rely on the cooperative efforts-of the other

2'agencies. the VETS is the key in making it all work, but s pointed out

earlier, the necessary information nest first be provided. In short, an

'effective_prairam of. employnent.assistwum-can-be-bad

As a_final point, I would like. to =Tient on the experience of one

veteran who applied for vocational rehabilitation. Forced out of his job

for medical reasons, he felt this was caused by latent effects of war'

service disability. He applied for Chapter 31 training in August 1981.

He went through the initial steps and waited., in December 1982, he wrote

to the oaanselor-ta ask that his mane be

8 '7
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nothing was happening. In January 1983, the veteran received a letter

stating that training was feasible and was apprtwO. After.a tentative

N program was prepared with Oocal school, the veteran wrote to the WO

\asking what the next step would Le. was in March 1983. As of this

1date, the veteran is still waiting for a reply from the counselor. Now,

after almost, two years, the veteran wonders if it was worth the effort.

He has given up on the idea of working again.

We are not very knowledgeable cal the procedures followed in the

different Regional Offices, but we certainly hope-that this, is an isolated

incident: The veteran does have enough inccre.so thatthere is no great

financial need, but what if he'did not have that inane? Is two years a

"reasonable" time period?

Once again, Mr. Chairmen, our organization appreciates the opportunity

to appear before the Subccrraittee to'present our views and opinions. Thank.

you.


